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ABSTRACT 
Many applications of image processing require the initial 
segmentation of the image by means of grey-level thresholding. In 
this thesis, the problems of automatic threshold selection and 
evaluation are addressed in order to find a universally applicable 
thresholdi ng method. Three previ ously proposed threshold selecti on 
techniques are investigated, and two new methods are introduced. The 
results of applying these methods to several different images are 
evaluated using two threshold evaluation techniques, one subjective 
and one quantitative. It is found that no threshold selection 
technique is uni versally acceptable, as different methods work best 
with different images and applications. 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The field of digital image processing encompasses a wide variety of 
processing techniques. These can be roughly grouped into four general 
classes, those of digitization and coding, enhancement and 
restoration, recon.struction and image analysis. Image digitization is 
used to convert pictures from continuous to discrete form. The 
resulting digital images can then be coded so as to conserve storage 
space or transmission channel capacity. Enhancement and restoration 
techniques can be used to improve images that have been degraded by 
noise or blurring. Finally, image analysis involves the segmentation 
of images to facilitate the extraction, identification or measurement 
of image properties or parts. Current and prospective applications of 
digital image processing include, among others, unsupervised factory 
automation, improvements in medical X-ray and acoustic imaging, 
enhancement and interpretation of LANDSAT photographs as well as 
improvements in the quality of domestic television pictures. 
The origin of the present project stems from a requirement that a 
local manufacturer of refrigerators had, viz, some rapid means to 
check that the dimensions of refrigerator panels remained within 
specifications. The cross-sectional dimensions of a channel in the 
side panels were particularly critical. These measurements had to be 
performed within 20 seconds and hence the use of a computer-based 
imaging system was suggested. A video camera interfaced to a 
microcomputer was used to obtain an edge view of the channel. 
image is shown in Fig. 1.1, together with the dimensions 
measured. 
This 
to be 
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An edge view of the charmel in the refrigerator panel. 
The black marks indicate the d,imensions to be measured. 
Due to difficulties in lighting and slight distortions on the panel, 
the edges of the panel are indistinct. This could clearly lead to 
errors in measurement. Ideally, all parts of the image belonging to 
the panel edge would be a uniform white, while the rest of the image 
should be uniformly black. This problem thus suggests the use of the 
third class of image processing techniques mentioned, that of 
segmentation. 
Image segmentation involves the partitioning of an image into classes, 
for example "objects" and "background". This classification is based 
on one or more of the properties of the parts of the image, such as 
texture, shape or brightness. Since the object in this image is 
generally brighter than the background, the segmentation can be based 
on brightness. This form of segmentation is called grey-level 
thresholding. When a threshold is applied to an image, all parts of 
the image brighter than that threshold level are redefined as white, 
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while all parts darker than the threshold level become black. The 
selection of a suitable threshold should be done automatically, as 
speed is a consideration. 
Many threshold selection techniques have been proposed. The aim of 
this thesis is to find or devise the best, or most reliable, method of 
threshold selection. This further implies that some form of threshold 
evaluation would be required. This also had to be devised. 
In Chapter Two the capture of images, as well as the equipment used 
will be described. Some basic definitions will also be introduced. 
Chapter Three deals with threshold selection techniques. Three 
previously proposed methods are tested and two new techniques are 
described. The evaluation of thresholds and thresholding methods is 
dealt with in Chapter Four. A quantitative evaluation method 
computer-generated test images is described, as well as a 
using 
method 
involving subjective evaluations by 20 people. In Chapter Five the 
results of applying the thresholds selected to six different images 
are presented, together with the subjective evaluations. The methods 
were also applied to four computer-generated images and evaluated 
quantitatively. The results obtained are discussed in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER '!WO 
IMAGE CAPTURE 
In this chapter the apparatus and methods used to capture and digitize 
images are described. First, however, it is necessary to introduce 
some fUndamental definitions and explanations of terms which are used 
throughout the remainder of this project. 
A digital image is a two-dimensional array of picture elements, or 
"pixels". Each pixel has a binary value corresponding to the light 
intensity at that point of the image. This value is called the "grey-
level" of the pixel. The number of discrete grey-levels from black to 
white is fixed and determined by the number of digits, or "bits", that 
make up the binary values . This can be tenned the "brightness 
resolution" of the image. Normally, black is represented by zero and 
white by the highest value that can be made up by the limited number 
of bits. For example, if an image has a resolution of 4 bits/pixel, 
then black = 0000 (0 decimal) and white = 1111 (15 decimal), yielding 
a total of 16 discrete grey-levels. 
Six digital images were used in this project. They appear in Chapter 
Five. A Pulnix TM-34K CCD video camera was used to capture the 
images. This was interfaced to an IBM PC microcomputer via a PC-EYE 
Video Capture System, which is produced by Chorus Data Systems. The 
IBM PC was also equipped with a Tecmar Graphics Master high resolution 
graphics display adapter, which can display pictures of up to 640 x 
400 pixels with 4 bits/pixel, or 16 grey-levels. The PC-EYE system 
can capture an image with a maximum resolution of 640 x 512 pixels 
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with 6 bits/pixel (64 grey-levels). Images with such resolution can 
be stored on a magnetic disk, but cannot be displayed with the Tecmar 
adapter. 
The video camera produces an interlaced video signal which forms 30 
frames per second . This signal is digitized at a rate greater than 
that at which the IBM PC can transfer the data to memory. Acquisition 
must thus be delayed and so occurs during several frames of the video 
signal. Every t-th line of the video signal is digitized, where t is 
an integer called the "throttle count". The interval between 
acquisitions is used to write the data to memory. Any acquisition 
occurring during this interval could lead to the data being over-
written and lost. According to the PC-EYE User's Guide, the minimum 
value of the throttle count can be determined by 
where i = 3 for a non-interlaced video signal 
i = 5 for an interlaced video signal 
a is the truncated quotient of 
(Horizontal pixel colIDt) / [(No. pixels per byte) x 50] 
For the maximum resolution of 640 x 512 pixels with 6 bits/pixel, 
these formulae yield a minimum throttle count value of 14. 
------------- - - - -- - .. - ------- --- - ---------- ---" 
The software provided with the PC-EYE system includes a set of machine 
language subroutines which perform various tasks associated with the 
capture, storage and display of the images. The individual routines 
and their applications are described in the PC-EYE Technical Reference 
Manual. Software interfaces are provided to enable the subroutines to 
be called from an applications program written in BASIC. 
A program, VAR6BIT.BAS, was written for the capture of images with a 
grey-level resolution of 6 bits/pixel. The program allows the user to 
set the frame size before acquisition. A throttle count of 14 was 
used to enable the capture of images up to 640 pixels wide. The IBM 
Advanced BASIC interpreter, BASICA.CCl1, was used to run the program. 
After entering the desired frame size, the user can capture and 
display a new image, transfer an image to a file called "JUNK.PIC" on 
a formatted disk in drive "B", or terminate the program by pressing 
<P>, <5> or <EsC>, respectively. A copy of the program listing is 
included in Appendix A. 
The images were sent via a standard RS232C serial communications line 
to a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11/730 (VAX) minicomputer, 
where all further processing took place. A locally written version of 
Control Data Corporation's RMF system was used to do this. This 
version enables a microcomputer to function as a terminal for the VAX, 
making it possible for image files to be transferred from the IBM PC 
to the VAX. As there is no system user's manual available for this 
version of RMF, a short Standard Operating Procedure has been written 
(Appendix B) . 
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The VAX was equipped with the Star link Software Collection. This is a 
collection of astronomical programs and subroutines from various 
sources. It includes a library of subroutines for the display and 
handling of image files, which can be linked to any programs requiring 
these facilities. 
Images on the VAX are stored as Bulk Data Frame files, which have 
".BDF" appended to the file name. Before the PC-EYE images, appended 
by ".PIC", could be displayed or processed by the VAX, they had to be 
converted to the correct format. The main difference between the IBM 
PC/PC-EYE capture format and the VAX/Star link display format lies in 
their respective pixel coordinate numbering conventions. PC-EYE 
numbers coordinates according to the standard video scanning sequence. 
Since the scan begins at the top left hand corner of the image, this 
is chosen as the origin, with coordinate values increasing downwards 
and to the right. The image display terminal used on the VAX numbers 
the coordinates according to the usual mathematical format, with the 
origin at the bottom left hand corner and values increasing upwards 
and to the right. The two conventions are depicted in Fig. 2.1. 
(1,1) r------------, (k, 1) 
(1,~~--------------------~(k,~ 
(a) 
(1,1) ,------------, (k, ~ 
, 
... 
(1,1) '-----------------1 (k, 1) 
(b) 
Coordinate numbering conventions. (a) PC-EYE "video 
scanning" fonnat. (b) VAX display "mthematical" fonnat. 
A program, PCEYE2.FOR, to perform this conversion was written. All 
programs written and used on the VAX were coded in FORTRAN and are 
included in Appendix A. 
The graphics display terminal used on the VAX has a maximum grey-level 
resolution of 8 bits/pixel, enabling 256 discrete grey-levels to be 
displayed. In order to make full use of this resolution, four images 
of each subject were captured with the IBM PC/PC-EYE system. These 
nearly-identical images each had a grey-level resolution of 6 
bits/pixel. They were transferred to the VAX and, after conversion to 
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the correct format, were added together to form a single image with 8 
bits/pixel. A program called ADDIM.FOR was used to perform the 
addition. Due to the noise distribution and lighting being slightly 
different in each of the four 64-level images, a good approximation to 
a single 256-level image is obtained. 
All images were displayed on a Tektronix M4115B graphics terminal 
which has a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. A locally 
written canmand, TDISP .FOR, was used to display images using "lookup 
tables" specified by the user. A lookup table is a 3 x 256 array 
which is used to specify the intensities, on a scale of 0 to 255, of 
each of the red, green and blue primary components which make up the 
display colour of each of the 256 grey-levels (Fig. 2.2). Like 
images, lookup tables are stored as Bulk Data Frame files. 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
1 2 255 
Grey-level 
Graphic representation of the layout of a lookup table. 
Images can be displayed in either false-colour or a grey-scale format. 
When a false-colour display is used, the grey-levels of the image are 
assigned different colours by the lookup table. These colours bear no 
relation to the actual colours of the subject. All colours can be 
formed by varying the relative intensities of the three primary 
colours. To obtain a grey-scale display, the relative intensities 
must be the same for all three primary colours, from 0 (black) to 255 
(white) • 
A standard grey-scale lookup table was used for image display in this 
project. This assigned uniformly increasing intensities from black to 
white to the image grey-level values 0 to 255, respectively. A 
program, GREYSCL.FOR, was written and used to create such grey-scale 
lookup tables . 
The images captured by the system described in this chapter could be 
used in various applications such as measurement and counting. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the first problem encountered in the 
processing of an image is that of identifying the parts of the image. 
If the parts of the image differ in brightness, grey-level 
thresholding can be used to achieve this. Methods of threshold 
selection are investigated in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
'l'HRESOOLD SEL&:TIOO 
In this chapter techniques for the unsupervised selection of 
thresholds for images, such as those captured by the system described 
in Chapter Two, are investigated. The chapter is divided into three 
parts. Section 3.1 contains a general discussion of the basic 
principle of threshold selection. Three interesting techniques are 
investigated in Section 3.2, and two new methods are introduced and 
described in Section 3.3. 
Initially, references on the subject of thresholding were found by 
having an on-line search of the INSPEC database performed. The key 
words "picture thresholding", "threshold selection" and "entropic 
threshold" , linked by logical "OR" operators, yielded several 
interesting articles. The titles and abstracts of the articles found 
were listed and printed, and those of interest were ordered through 
the Rhodes University Library. Further reference materials were found 
by consulting the lists of references contained in these publications 
and in text books on general digital image processing. 
3.1 General Discussion 
Many methods of threshold selection have been proposed. The simplest 
of these base their decision directly on the shape of the grey-level 
histogram [Gonzalez and Wintz (1977), Ballard and Brown (1982), 
Castleman (1979), Horn (1986), Pratt (1978), Kohler (1981)J. In the 
ideal case for thresholding, the image consists of strongly 
contrasting, evenly illuminated object and background regions in 
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roughly equal proportions . If a histogram of such an image is drawn, 
showing the number of pixels , or fraction of the total image, at each 
grey-level, it would have two well-defined peaks of roughly equal 
height separated by a sharp valley. Such a histogram is said to be 
lib imodal" • In this case, the two peaks correspond to the respective 
object and background regions of the image, and the valley to the 
transitional region between them. It would thus be reasonable to 
select the grey-level corresponding to the valley bottom as the 
optimum threshold (Fig. 3. 1). 
Figure 3.1 
-+ Grey-level 
T 
Selection of the grey-level corresponding to the valley 
in a bimodal histogram as the optimum threshold . 
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Often, however, the histogram peaks differ enormously in height. The 
valley may be so wide that selection of a threshold becomes ambiguous, 
or it may not exist at all, with one peak forming a shoulder on the 
other. Furthermore, the histogram may not be bimodal at all. 
In order to overcome such difficulties, some techniques [Weszka, Nagel 
and Rosenfeld (1974), Rosenfeld and Davis (1978), Peleg (1978), Weszka 
and Rosenfeld (1979), Kirby and Rosenfeld (1979)] modify the histogram 
by sharpening the valley or converting it into a peak. Many methods 
make use of other properties of either the histogram or the image 
itself on which the choice of threshold can be based. Some of these 
develop a "criterion function" whose value depends on where the 
threshold is selected. The optimum threshold is that one at which the 
criterion function reaches its maximum or minimum value, depending on 
the form of the function. Ccmprehensive surveys of thresholding 
techniques have been presented by Weszka (1978), Kohler (1981) and 
Kittler, Illingworth and Foglein (1985). 
3.2 Three Interesting Methods 
The three methods investigated and implemented on the VAX were 
selected largely because of their distinctive and non-trivial 
approaches to the problem of threshold selection. The first of the 
methods, presented below, 
entropy of the histogram. 
develops a criterion function based on the 
The threshold selected is that one which 
maximises this function. The second method assumes that the histogram 
is bimodal. The histogram is then approximated by the sum of two 
Gaussian distributions, and the error involved in this approximation 
is evaluated as a function of the threshold value. The optimum 
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threshold is then that one which minimises this error. The third 
method used chooses the threshold in such a way that the first three 
moments of the original image are preserved in the thresholded bilevel 
llnage. 
3.2.1 The Fntropy Method 
The entropy concept used in image processing is borrowed from 
information theory [Gonzalez and Wintz (1977), Pratt (1978), Rosenfeld 
and Kak (1976), Andrews and Hunt (1977), Hall (1979)]. Two algorithms 
for threshold selection based on the entropy of the histogram were 
originally proposed by Pun [Pun (1980), Pun (1981)]. In the first of 
these [Pun (1980)] a few errors were made in a~braic manipulations. 
These errors were corrected and a new method, based on the same 
principles, proposed by Kapur, Sahoo and Wong (1985). Using this 
method, thresholds are applied to the image by iteration. For each 
threshold, two probability distributions are defined, one for those 
grey-levels above the threshold and one for those grey-levels less 
than or equal to the threshold. The entropy associated with each of 
these distributions is calculated, and the sum of these entropies is 
used as a criterion function. The threshold corresponding to the 
maximum value of this function is the optimum one. 
The grey-level histogram can be viewed as a probability distribution . 
If f0' f l' ... , fn are the observed frequencies corresponding to the 
grey-levels, 9 = 0, 1, ••• , n, then the grey-level probabilities can 
be defined as 
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P = f / N' 9 9 , N = 
n 
L 
g=0 
g=0,1, ••• ,n (3.1) 
where N is the total number of pixels in the picture and there are (n 
+ 1) grey-levels. The entropy of the histogram is defined as 
n 
L P ln p 
g=0 9 9 (3.2) 
Two probability distributions are derived from the grey- level 
probability distribution, one for grey-levels 0 to T and the other for 
levels (T + 1) to n, where T is a candidate threshold such that 0 :>: T 
< n. The two distributions are 
A (3.3.1) 
B (3.3.2) 
where P0 (T) and P1 (T) are the class probabilities, given by 
T 
= L Pgi P 1 (T) g=0 
= 1 - P 0 (T) (3.4) 
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The entropies associated with each distribution are 
T 
HA (T) = L [pg / P0 (T)] In [Pg / P0 (T)] g=0 
= In P0 (T) + H0 (T) / P0 (T) (3.5.1) 
n Ha (T) = L [pg / P1 (T)] In [pg / P1 (T)] g=T+l 
= In P1 (T) + H1 (T) / P1 (T) (3.5.2) 
where ~ (T) and Hl (T) are the class entropies, given by 
T 
H 0 ( T) = - L P In P 9 =0 9 9 
(3.6) 
The sum of the entropies HA (T) and Ha (T), 'I' (T), was used as the 
criterion for threshold selection. From equations (3.5.1) and 
(3.5.2), 
'I' (T) = In P0 (T) P1 (T) + H0 (T)/P0 (T) + H1 (T)/P1 (T) (3.7) 
If 'I' (T) is maximised, the maximum distinction between the object and 
background distributions is obtained. The value of T which maximises 
'I' (T) is selected as the optimum threshold. 
A program, LEVELENT • FOR , was written and used to implement this method 
on the VAX. Plots of the histograms of the images were obtained with 
two programs, HIST .FOR, which determined the grey-level frequencies, 
and DRAW. FOR , which used these to plot the histograms. For each image 
on which the entropy method was used, the variation of 'I' (T) with 
changing T was plotted, using a program called DRAWENT.FOR. 
3.2.2 The H:in:imun Error Method 
A "Minimum Error" method has been proposed by Kittler and Illingworth 
(1986). This method assumes that the grey-level histogram is roughly 
bimodal. It is further assumed that the two peaks are approximately 
Gaussian in shape, and hence that the distribution can be approximated 
by the sum of two true Gaussian distributions. The threshold is used 
to divide the original distribution into two parts, each of which is 
then modelled by a Gaussian distribution. The threshold which 
produces the best fit, and hence the least error, is then chosen as 
the optimum threshold. 
The grey-level histogram is again treated as a probability 
distribution. It is assumed that the two peaks of the bimodal 
histogram can be approximated by Gaussian distributions with means 
110 and 111' standard deviations <10 and <11 and a priori probabilities 
P0 and P1, respectively. 
are given by 
1 
E 
k=0 
Thus, ideally, the grey-level probabilities 
(3 .8) 
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where 
1 ! (g - JIll ) exp - 20,} ; k = 0, 1 (3.9) Pgk = 
The "minimum error threshold" is that grey-level, T ,for which the 
greY-levels, 9 = 0, 1, ••• , n, satisfy 
0.10.1) 
(3.10.2) 
Before this threshold level can be determined, the parameters "0' "1' 
00' 01' P0 and P1 must be known. These can be estimated from the 
grey-level histogram, as follows: 
T 
"0 (T) = [L Pg 9 J / P 0 (T) (3.11.1) g=0 
n 
\11 (T) = [ r Pg gJ / P1 (T) 0.11.2) g=T+l 
00 (T) T 2 = [L (g - "0 (T)) PgJ/ P0 (T) (3.12.1) g=0 
n 
(T))2 PgJ/ P1 01 (T) = [ l: (g - 1'1 (T) 0.12.2) g=T+l 
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where P0 (T) and P1 (T) are the class probabilities given by (3.4), Pg 
are the grey-level probabilities from (3.1) and T is a candidate 
threshold. The Gaussian models of (3.9) now become 
= 
1 
exp [-
(T) 
(g - ~k (T) )2] 
2 Ok (T) 
k = 0, 1 (3.13) 
The conditional probability, eg (T), of grey-level 9 being replaced in 
the image by a correct binary value is 
g=0,1, •.• , n (3.14) 
where k = 0 if 9 ~ T and k = 1 if 9 > T. 
Since Pg is independent of both k and T, the authors chose to ignore 
the denominator in the analysis. The true effect that this has on the 
behaviour of eg (T) with varying T may be of interest. This has not 
been investigated here. Taking the natural logarithm of the numerator 
in (3. 14), adding In 2 11 and multiplying by -2 yields 
(3.15) 
where k = 0 if ~ T and k = 1 if 9 > T. &g (T) is a measure of 
classification error. The average classification error for the whole 
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image can then be characterised by the criterion fUnction 
J(T) 
n 
= I P 
9=0 9 
£ (T) 
9 (3.16) 
Substituting from (3.15), (3.4), (3.11) and (3.12) into J (T) yields 
J(T) = 1 + 2 [P'" (T) Ino", (T) + P1 (T) In01 (T)] 
- 2 [P'" (T) InP", (T) + P1 (T) InP1 (T)] (3.17) 
which is easier to compute. As the threshold, T, is varied, the 
Gaussian models change. The better the fit between the data and the 
models, the smaller the classification error becomes. The threshold 
yielding the lowest value of J (T) will give the best fit and this is 
then the minimum error threshold, 't • 
The minimum value of J (T), and hence the threshold, was found by 
iteration, using the program LEVELMIN.FOR. DRAWMIN.FOR was used to 
plot graphs depicting the behaviour of J (T) as T is varied. 
3.2.3 The Haoent-Preserving Method 
Tsai (1985) describes an unusual approach to thresholding whereby the 
first three moments of the original image are preserved in the 
thresholded bilevel image. Using this approach the correct threshold 
3-1'" 
is obtained without the need for iteration. A representative grey-
level is also obtained for each of the two thresholded classes. The 
r-th moment, m
r
, of the image can be obtained from the grey-level 
probability histogram by 
m = r 
n 
I 
g=0 
where 9 = fj, 
(3.1). Let 
(3.18) 
" •• • , n are the image grey-levels and Pg is given by 
the bilevel image consist of pixels with the two grey-
levels zfj and z" where zfj < z" and let Pfj and PI' Pfj + P, = " 
denote the fractions of the below-threshold and above-threshold 
pixels, respectively. Then the first three moments of the bilevel 
image are given by 
m' = r r = 1, 2, 3 
For these moments to be preserved implies that 
r=I,2,3 
(3.19) 
(3 . 20) 
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From 0.19) and 0.20) can be obtained four equalities, as follows 
1'" Z" 0 + 1'1 " Z1 = m" = 1 (3.21.1) 
1'" 
1 
Z0 + 1'1 
, 
Z, = m, (3.21.2) 
1'" Z2 
" 
+ 1', z2 , = m2 (3.21.3) 
1'" Z3 
" 
+ 1', 3 z, = m3 (3.21.4) 
where m
r
, r = 1, 2, 3, are given by (3.18). To find the optimum 
threshold, T, these equations must be solved to yield P0 and Pl. Tis 
then chosen to satisfy 
T 
P.=l:P = 
" 9=0 9 
(3.22) 
that is, it is the P0-tile of the histogram. In practice, there may 
be no discrete grey-level which is exactly the P,,-tile of the 
histogram. In such a case, the grey-level closest to the P0-tile is 
chosen to be the threshold. 
In order to solve the equations (3.21) for P0 and P"the values of z0 
and Z1 are required. The process of calculating these can be 
summarised by the following equations. 
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Z0 = 
, [-C 1 -JC~ - 4C 0' J (3.23.1) 2" 
z1 = 
, [-C 1 + -JC~ - 4c 0 ] {3.23.2} 2 
where 
{ l/cd } 
-m2 m1 (3.24.1) C0 = 
-m3 m2 
{ l/cd } 
m0 -m2 {3.24.2} C1 = m1 -m3 
cd 
m0 m, {3.24.3} = 
m, m2 
Then 
{3.25.1} 
{3.25.2} 
where 
1 1 {3.25.3} 
This method was implemented using a program called LEVELMOM.FOR. The 
results of applying this method, the Entropy method and the Minimum 
Error method to the six images used,are presented in Chapter Five. 
3.3 Two New Methods 
Two new techniques of threshold selection have been formulated and are 
presented here. Both methods involve a comparison of the bilevel 
resultant image with the original image. The first of these methods 
involves evaluating the sum of the magnitudes of the differences in 
grey-level between corresponding pixels of the bilevel image and the 
original image. The optimum threshold is that one which minimises 
this sum. The second method uses a statistical measure of correlation 
between the original image and the bilevel result. The correlation 
varies with threshold value, and the optimum threshold maximises this 
correlation. 
3.3.1 The Minimum Difference Method 
A direct approach image thresholding involving the evaluation of the 
sum of the magnitudes of the differences in grey-level of 
corresponding pixels in the original and bilevel images is introduced 
here. Thresholds are applied iteratively to the image. For each 
iteration, the below- and above-threshold mean grey-levels are chosen 
to be the "black" and "white" levels of the binary image, 
respectively. 
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For threshold T, the sum of the differences, X (T), can be expressed 
X(T) = o ~ T < n (3.26) 
where Pg are the grey-level probabilities (3.1) and ~0(T) and ~1(T) 
are the below- and above-threshold means given by (3.11.1) and 
(3.11.2). The optimum threshold was that level at which X (T) was 
minimised. 
In approach, this method is very similar to those used by otsu [Otsu 
(1978), otsu (1979)], especially the "Least Squares Criterion" which 
differs in that the sum of the squares of differences, rather than the 
sum of the magnitudes of differences, is used. 
LEVELAB5.FOR was used to implement this method on the VAX. Since X (T) 
varies with T, plots ·were produced depicting this variation. 
3.3.2 The Maximum Correlation Method 
Another thresholding technique involving direct comparison of the 
bilevel result with the original image is described here. In this 
case, the correlation between the original image and the bilevel image 
is evaluated for different thresholds. The optimum threshold maximises 
this correlation. 
The coefficient of correlation [Freund (1979), Oppenheim and Schafer 
(1975)], Pxy' for two sets of data, X = {x1, ~, •• • , xs} and Y = {Y1' 
Y2' ••• , Ys}' is given by 
Exy - Ex Ey 
yVx Vy ' 
(3.27) 
where Ex and Ey are the expected values, or mathematical expectations, 
of the sets of data, respectively, and Exy the expected value of their 
product. V and V are the variances of the two sets of data. 
x y 
The expected values of X, Y and their product are given by 
s 
Ex = l: Xi p(x i ) (3.28. 1) i=l 
s 
Ey = l: Yi P(Yi ) (3.28.2) 
iool 
s 
Exy = l: xiYi P(xiYi) (3.28.3) iool 
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where xi and Yi are data values, p (Xi) and p (Yi ) their associated 
probabilities and p (xi Yi ) the probability associated with their 
product. The variances Vx and Vy are given by 
2 
Vx = Exx - [E x] 
2 
Vy = Eyy - [Ey] 
where 
s 2 
Exx = E xi p(x i ) i=l 
s 
yi P(Yi ) Eyy = E 
i=l 
When Pxy = 0, there is no correlation between X and Y. 
(3.29.1) 
(3.29.2) 
(3.30.1) 
(3 .3".2) 
If P =-1, Y= xy 
-eX, which is an inverse correlation, and if Pxy = 1, the correlation 
is absolute and Y = eX, where c is some arbitrary constant. 
Let X represent the grey-levels of the individual pixels in the 
original image and Y represent those of the bilevel image. If an 
image is made up of k x 1 pixels, each pixel constitutes a fraction 
lIN of that image, where N = kl. This approach is equivalent to using 
the histogram as a probability distribution . The expected values of 
equation (3.28) now become 
k. 1 
Ex = E E xij ( liN) (3.31.1) 
i=l j=l 
k. 1 
Ey (T) = E I y . . (1 IN) O:5::T<o (3.31.2) 
i=l . 1 IJ J= 
k. 1 
Exy(T) = I I x .. y .. (liN) O:5::T<o (3.31.3) 
i=l j=l IJ IJ 
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where xij is the grey-level of pixel (i, j) in the original image, Yij 
is the value ("black" or "white") of pixel (i, j) in the bilevel image 
and n is the highest grey-level. The variances are now given by 
(3.32.1) 
(3.32.2) 
where 
1 2 
1: xij (1/N) j=1 
0:5: T < 0 
Only Ex and Vx are independent of the threshold because they are 
obtained from the original image. The correlation criterion becomes 
Exy (T) - Ex Ey (T) 
'l)Vx Vy (T)' 
O$ T <o (3 .33) 
The optimum threshold was selected by iteration as that threshold, T, 
which maximised p (T) for each of the test images. The "black" and 
xy 
"white" levels of the bilevel image were represented by the below- and 
above-threshold means, (\I0(T) and "1(T) respectively) given by (3.11.1) 
and (3.11 . 2) . This method was also tested using various other levels 
and was found to be independent of their values. LEVELAB6.FOR was 
used to implement this method using the faster computation formulae 
given in Appendix C. Graphs showing how the correlation varies with 
changing T were plotted USing PLOTAB6.FOR. 
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The two methods introduced here are unaffected by grey-level expansion 
in that they will select the same relative threshold on the expanded 
histogram as on the original. This results in the same final bilevel 
image. Consider the following histogram: 
[ I I I is's 0 4-9 78 127 
Grey levels 
Here both techniques select a grey-level threshold T=49. If a grey-
level expansion is carried out on this histogram, yielding 
o 99 255 
Grey levels 
then both techniques select a threshold T=99, which yields the same 
resultant image. 
It is interesting to note that in each of these cases the threshold 
selected occurs at the last non-zero probability before the histo-
gram "valley" . This is a valid threshold since al l grey~levels less 
than or equal to T are mapped t o "black" on the bilevel image, while 
all grey-levels greater than T are mapped to "white". The decision 
point thus occurs between T and T + 1. 
It is also useful to note that, s i nce t he valley is flat, any threshold 
chosen within it will yield the same result. The selection techniques 
select the first threshold that will yield this result . 
After the thresholds for the images were selected by the five methods 
descri bed in this chapter, the resultant bilevel images were created 
using a program called 'lWOTONE.FOR . As input, the program requires 
the original image file name, a file name for the result, the 
threshold level and the two grey-level values for the result . The 
bilevel images are presented in Chapter Five. 
In this chapter, threshold selection methods have been described. 
These methods generally chose different values for the optimum 
threshold, even when applied to the same image. Clearly, some 
technique whereby the resulting thresholds, or the techniques that 
chose them, can be evaluated is required. 
in the next chapter. 
This problem is addressed 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
1lIRESHOLD EVALUATION 
In Chapter Three, five methods of threshold selection are described. 
These techniques all differ in approach to the problem of threshold 
selection and generally choose different values for the optimum 
threshold, even when applied to the same :image. Clearly, some 
criterion for selecting one threshold rather than another should be 
introduced. 
The evaluation of thresholds and threshold selection techniques has so 
far been largely subjective. Relatively few viable quantitative 
evaluation techniques have been proposed. Some authors have addressed 
the problem indirectly, for example, the "Minimum Error" thresholding 
method of Kittler and Illingworth (1986) described in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.2.2. Otsu's [Otsu (1978), Otsu (1979)J methods for 
threshold selection first established a criterion for evaluating 
"goodness" of threshold, which is then optimised to find the "best" 
threshold. The Minimum Difference and Maximum Correlation 
thresholding methods described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. adopt a 
similar approach. 
Weszka and Rosenfeld (1978) have proposed two threshold evaluation 
techniques which are also used for threshold selection. These involve 
the use of a discrepancy or error measure,and a busyness or 
roughness criterion, respectively. Using these criteria, the "best" 
thresholds for given :images are defined and hence selected. 
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These methods all attempt to define the "correct" or "ideal" bilevel 
image, and compare the results yielded by other thresholding methods 
with this. Since the definition of this ideal image is either 
subjective or the result of some particular threshold selection 
technique, this approach will still lead to a subjective or, at least, 
biased evaluation. 
To develop a truly quantitative threshold evaluation technique it 
would be necessary to start off with an "ideal" bilevel image and then 
to model a physical system that, by degrading the image, turns it into 
a grey-level image. The processes involved in producing such a grey-
level image are blurring, due to the point-spread function of a 
circular aperture, such as a camera's, and the addition of noise. The 
results of applying thresholding techniques to such a grey-level image 
can be evaluated by comparison with the original undegraded bilevel 
image, and a quantitative error can be calculated. 
The test image of Fig. 4.1 was generated on the VAX by TESTBOX. FOR. 
Figure 4.1 Computer-generated bilevel test image, TESTPIC. 
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To prevent under- and overflow when adding noise to this image, the 
contrast was reduced by using two intermediate grey-levels (63 and 
191) instead of black (0) and white (255). Contrast is usually also 
reduced in the type of image capture system that is being modelled 
here. 
The image was blurred by convolving it with the point spread function, 
or impulse response, of a circular aperture [Castleman (1979)J . If a 
circular aperture of diameter a is placed a distance di from the image 
plane, the point spread function in the image plane, h (r), is given 
by 
(4.1) 
r = (4.2) 
where x and y are the spatial cartesian coordinates, J 1 is a first-
order Bessel function and ~ is the mean wavelength of the incident 
light . 
Since the function under consideration has circular symmetry, it is 
more convenient to use Hankel Transforms rather than Fourier 
Transforms. The Hankel transform, F (q), of an arbitrary function f 
(r) is given by Bracewell (1978) as 
.. 
F(q) = 2" J f( r) J0(2" qr) r dr 
o 
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and the reverse-transform as 
m 
f(r) = 2r J F(q) J0(2 r qr) q dq 
o 
where q =~u2 + v2' is the radial polar coordinate in the transform 
domain, u and v the cartesian coordinates in the transform domain and 
J 0 is a zero-order Bessel function. The Hankel transform is 
essentially a circularly symmetric form of the two-dimensional Fourier 
Transform. 
The Hankel transform of the point spread function is the optical 
transfer function, H (q), given by 
H(q) = (1/.) II(q/2fc ) [a - sina] (4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where II is a "pillbox" function [Bracewell (1978) ] of diameter 2f c and 
fc is a spatial cutoff frequency. h (r) and H (q) are shown in Fig. 
4.2. 
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H (q) = 
.1..n(-"-) [p -';0 (P ») 
" 2f , 
-f
e 
0 fe 
q=p fc = rr. · P=~S-'(~) 
The point spread function and optical transfer function 
of a circular aperture. The figure is reproduced frau 
Castleman (1979) . 
A locally written program, FOURFILT. FOR , was used to find the two-
dimensional Fourier Transform of an input image, multiply the 
resulting spectrum and the optical transfer function together and 
reverse-transform the result to obtain the smoothed image. This 
operation is equivalent to convolving the image with the point spread 
function in the spatial domain. 
FOURFILT was originally written for use with astronomical maps of the 
sky, and thus requires the user to specify the interval between 
successive pixels, both horizontally and vertically, by means of the 
respective scale factors, DX and DY, expressed in terms of spatial 
wavelengths per degree of scan. This is meaningless in the present 
application, and both were simply set to unity, which conveniently 
resulted in a spectrum of unit width and cutoff frequency 
cycles/pixel. FOURFILT also allows the creation of up to three output 
files for the image transform, the filtered image transform and the 
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spatial domain filtered image, respectively. Only the final filtered 
image was required here. 
As well as the image file to be filtered, FOURFILT requires a "filter 
profile" specifying the shape of an isotropic filter from the origin 
to the cutoff frequency. The "filter" used in this case is the 
optical transfer fUnction (4.3) of a circular aperture. CHINHAT.FOR 
was written to create filter profiles according to the equation (4.3), 
with a cutoff frequency specified by the user. Two profiles, CONV2 
and CONV4, = 1 2: cycles/pixel and Cc = ~ cycles/pixel, 
respectively, were used to produce two smoothed versi ons of the test 
picture. Since edges in an image correspond to high spatial 
frequencies, it follows that the filter with fc = t cycles/pixel will 
smooth the image to a greater extent. 
Fig. 4.3. 
, 
: , 
CONV2 
,~--~----~------~--~ o . U , . .. ' . If I . H ' . 11 t ." .. .. I .U 
(a) 
The filter profiles appear in 
CONV 4 
-,... '." 0." ' . 1< • . n •.•• • .•• I .U 
(b) 
Optical transfer function profiles. (al fc = l 
cycles/pixel. (bl fc = ~ cycles/pixel. 
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The resulting image pixels had real values which fell between the 
integer grey-levels. ROUNDOFF.FOR is a simple program written to 
round off these values to the nearest integers. 
Random Gaussian noise was generated by converting uniformly 
distributed random numbers, produced by the FORTRAN function "RAN", to 
random numbers with a Gaussian probability distribution. A method 
described by Zelen and Severo (1964) was used to do this. 
If U1 and U2 are two random numbers with a uniform probability 
distribution between 0 and 1, then 
-J -2 InU, (4.6.1 ) 
-J -2 InU 1 (4.6.2) 
where X1 and X2 are two random numbers with a Gaussian probability 
distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
NOISE.FOR uses this method to create Gaussian noise image files. The 
image size and the required standard deviation of the noise must be 
specified by the user. For an image of dimensions k x 1, N = kl 
uniformly distributed random numbers are generated. These are used in 
pairs in equations (4.6.1) and (4.6.2) to create N normally 
distributed random numbers. To change the standard deviation of the 
distribution, all the normally distributed random · numbers are 
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multiplied by the desired value. The numbers are then rounded off to 
the nearest integers, as the image grey-levels are integers. 
Two image files, with the same dimensions as the test image, 
containing Gaussian noise with standard deviations of 2 and 4, 
respectively, were created. These were added in turn to each of the 
two smoothed images, using ADDIM.FOR, to obtain the four degraded 
images of Fig. 4.4. 
The effect of doubling the standard deviation of the noise added to a 
signal, as is done here, is to cause a drop in the signal-to-noise 
ratio of approximately 6 dB. To show this, the signal-to-noise ratio 
for each of the degraded images has been calculated (Fig. 4.4). If 
the grey-level of pixel (1, j) in the "clean" image is represented by 
F(i, j) A and that of the corresponding pixel in the noisy image by F 
(i, j), then the signal-to-noise ratio [Pratt (1978)J is given by 
k 1 
" 2 X I [F(i,j) - F(i,j)) 
i=l j=l 
SNR = -10 10910 
k 1 2 
I X [F(i,j)] 
i=l j=l 
SNR.FOR used this formula to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio for 
each of the degraded images. 
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(a) (b) 
(e) (d) 
Fi8tJre 4. 4 Degraded versions of the test image, TESTPIC. 
(a) WPIC22 f'c =-! cycles/pixel, a = 2 SNR = 32.3464 dB 
(b) WPIC24 f'c = ~ cycles/pixel, a = 4 SNR = 26.4239 dB 
(c) WPIC42 fc = i cycles/pixel, a = 2 SNR = 32.2272 dB 
(d) WPIC44 fo = i cycles/pixel, a = 4 SNR = 26.3046 dB 
The five thresholding methods described in Chapter Three were applied 
to each of these degraded images in turn. The results appear in 
Chapter Five. To evaluate the thresholds chosen, the correlation,pxy, 
between each thresholded bilevel image and the original, undegraded 
bilevel image, TESTPIC, was calculated. The correlation is given by 
Ex = 
Ey = 
EXY = 
Exy - Ex Ey 
yVx Vy ' 
k I 
I I x ij ( liN) i=l j=l 
k I 
I 1: Yij (liN) 
i=l j=l 
k I 
I 
.I x ij Yij (liN) i=l J=l 
(4.7) 
where Ex is the expected value of the original test picture, Ey is the 
expected value of the thresholded image, Exy is the expected value of 
their product and N = kl is the total number of pixels in each k x 1 
pixel image. xij is the value (black or white) of pixel (i, j) in the 
test picture and Yij is the value of pixel (i, j) in the thresholded 
image. Vx and Vy are the respective variances of the two images, 
given by 
2 
Vx = Exx - [ Ex] 
2 
Vy = Eyy - [ Eyl 
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where 
k. 1 2 
Exx = t t Xij ( 1!N) i=1 j=1 
k. 1 2 
Eyy = t t Yij (1 IN) i= 1 j=1 
XCORPIC.FOR calculated the correlation for each thresholded result. 
These results are presented in Chapter Five along with the thresholded 
images for ease of comparison. 
An alternative method of threshold evaluation when an "ideal" result 
is not available would of necessity be more subjective. This is the 
case when attempting to evaluate the results of thresholding images 
captured by the system described in Chapter TWo. A purely subjective 
approach to evaluation was adopted, whereby photographs of the 
original images, together with the bilevel results, were presented to 
twenty randomly chosen people. They were asked to rank the results 
for each image on a scale of 0 to 4, with 4 being the "best" and 0 the 
"worst". The mean of the 20 values thus assigned to each result was 
used to evaluate the thresholds. The choice of "best" or "worst" 
results was based on how recognizable the resulting image was, i.e. 
how closely it approximated the original. Although strictly such an 
approach is only valid with conventional images such as GIRL, as 
opposed to images with scientific or industrial applications, it was 
used for all the images in order to compare evaluations. 
In Chapter Three, five threshold selection techniques were described. 
The results of applying these techniques to both "real" and computer-
generated 
chapter . 
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images were evaluated using the two methods described in this 
The results obtained with the techniques described in these 
two chapters are presented in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS 
Five images were captured using the system described in Chapter TWo. 
A sixth image, a standard portr~it of a girl, was obtained from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A. These images were 
thresholded using the five threshold selection techniques of Chapter 
Three. The resulting bilevel images and the originals are presented 
in Section 5.1. The subjective evaluation technique described in 
Chapter Four was applied to these images and the results shown in 
Table 5.1. The thresholding techniques were also applied to the 
computer-generated and degraded images described in Chapter Four. 
These images and the bilevel results are presented in Section 5.2, 
together with the tabulated results of the quantitative evaluation 
technique of Chapter Four. 
5.1 Thresholds Applied to Captured Images 
The following pages contain the results of thresholding the images 
captured with the system described in Chapter TWo, using the threshold 
selection techniques of Chapter Three. The image grey-level 
histograms and, where applicable, the graphs of the decision-criterion 
functions associated with some of the thresholding methods are also 
included. 
In Table 5.1 the results of applying the subjective evaluation 
technique of Chapter Four to the bilevel images are presented, and the 
mean and standard deviation of the results for each threshold 
selection technique are calculated. 
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Figure 5.1 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to GIRL, a 
standard portrait of a girl obtained from M.l. 1. It has 
a resolution of 476 x 476 pixels with 256 grey-levels. 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 122 
(c) The Minimum Error Method : threshold T = 64 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method : threshold T = 124 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 110 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 116 
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(a) (b) 
\ • 
.. ./ 
(c) (d) 
(e) (f) 
Fig. 5 . 1 
Figure 5.2 (OVerleaf) GIRL : the grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to threshold ing methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows how the criterion 
function, v (T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, varies 
wi th changing threshold, T. It should be noted that 
the flat-topped part of the graph that appears to be a 
maximum is , in fact, negative, having been inverted by 
the plotting routine. The optimum threshold is 
selected where v (T) reaches its maximum value . 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J (T), derived in Chapter 3.2.2, 
is plotted against threshold, T. The point of minimum 
error yields the optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes 
of the differences between the original and bilevel 
images, X (T), derived in Chapter 3.3.1, is plotted 
against threshold, T. The level where X (T) is minimised 
is selected as the optimum threshold . 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, p (T), with 
xy 
changing threshold, T. The threshold corresponding to 
the maximum correlation is selected. This method is 
described in Chapter 3.3.2. 
In Figure 5.2 (c), the minimum of the J(T) criterion is hard to 
define . This is mainly due to the Minimum Error method's dependence 
on the bimodality of the histogram, which, in this case, is non-
existent . The graphs of Figure 5.2 (d) and (e) both show great 
variation with threshold, and the choice of optimum threshold in each 
case is clearly unambiguous . It could thus be expected that these 
methods would produce good results. 
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Fig. 5.2 
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Figure 5.3 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to PAN8 , an edge 
of a channel in a refrigerator panel. It has a 
resolution of 76 x 200 pixels with 256 grey-levels . 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 74 
(c) The Minimum Error Method : threshold T = 24 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 77 
(e) The Miminum Difference Method: threshold T = 58 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 73 
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Figure 5.4 (Overleaf) PANS: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: a graph showing the variation of the 
criterion function, v (T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, 
with changing threshold, T. The optimum threshold is the 
level which maximises V(T). 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average 
classification error, J(T), derived in Chapter 3.2.2 , is 
plotted against threshold, T. The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Oifference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original and bllevel images, 
X(T), derived in Chapter 3.3.1, is plotted against threshold, 
T. The level where X(T) is minimised is selected as the 
"best" threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, 
changing threshold, T. The threshold which yields the 
maximum correlation between the original and bilevel images 
is selected. The technique is described in Chapter 3.3.2. 
Here all the graphs display reasonable variation with changing threshold 
and in each case the choice of threshold is unambiguous. 
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Figure 5.5 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to SIGN8, a 
sample of handwriting. The image has a resolution of 300 
x 100 pixels with 256 grey-levels . 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 222 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 221 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 223 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 220 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 219 
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Figure 5.6 (OVerleaf) SIGN8: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criterion function, v(T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, with 
changing threshold, T. The optimum threshold is the level 
that maximises 'I' (T). 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J (T), derived in Chapter 3.2.2, is 
plotted against threshold, T. The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original and bllevel images, X 
(T). derived in Chapter 3.3.1, varies with changing 
threshold, T. The level where X(T) 
as the optimum threshold. 
is minimised is chosen 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, P
xy (T), wi th 
changing threshold, T. The threshold which yields the 
maximum correlation between the original and bilevel images 
is selected. The technique is described in Chapter 3.3.2. 
Although the histogram (Figure 5.6(a)) in this case displays little 
contrast, it would have been a simple matter to increase this. Such 
"grey-level expansi on" would have had no effect on the relati ve 
thresholds selected by the various methods. 
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Figure 5.7 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to TYPE8, a 
section of a printed page. The image has a resolution of 
128 x 128 pixels with 256 grey-levels. 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 194 
(e) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 216 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 202 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 206 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 203 
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Figure 5.8 (Overleaf) TYPE8: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criterion function, V(T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, 
against threshold, T. The optimum threshold maximises v 
(T) . 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: the average pixel classification 
error, J(TJ. derived in Chapter 3.2.2, is plotted against 
threshold, T. The error is minimised by the optimum 
threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original and bllevel images, 
X(T), derived In Chapter 3.3 . 1, is plotted against threshold, 
T. The level where X(T) is minimised is chosen as the optimum 
threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, Pxy (T), described 
in Chapter 3.3 . 2, with changing threshold, T. The 
threshold that yields the maximum correlati on between the 
original and bilevel images is selected. 
All techniques appear to work well here, with clear minima and 
maxima. This may be due to the relative clarity of the peaks in the 
histogram of Figure 5.8{al. However, inspection of the images of 
Figure 5.7 indicates that the methods do not work quite as well as 
expected. This is due to a "brightness gradient" caused by non-
uniform illumination across the image. 
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Figure 5.9 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to YBUGB. a 
picture of colonies of Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteria. 
The image has a resolution of 98 x 98 pixe ls with 256 
grey-levels . 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 99 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 96 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 131 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 132 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 134 
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Figure 5.10 (Overleaf) YBUG8: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogr am 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criterion function, ,(T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, 
against threshold, T. The optimum threshold maximises 'f 
(T). 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: the average pixel classification 
error. J(T). derived in Chapter 3.2.2, is plotted 
against threshold, T. The error is minimised by the optimum 
threshold . 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original and bilevel images, 
X(T). described In Chapter 3.3.1. is plotted against 
threshold, T. The level where X(T) is minimised is the 
optimum threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, P
xy (T), described 
in Chapter 3.3.2, with changing threshold, T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the original 
and bilevel i mages i s sel ected. 
It is clear here that the criterion functions of the Entropy Method and 
the Minimum Error Method (Figure 5.10(b) and (c)) reached their 
"decision points" closer to the large peak of the histogram (Figure 
5.10(a)), corresponding to the background pixels , than the small one, 
corresponding to the bacteria colonies. All the methods used here 
appear to have selected thresholds too low, as can be seen in Figure 
5.9. The requirement here was to clearly seperate all the colonies from 
the background and from each other. None of the methods used fu lly 
satisfied this requirement. 
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Figure 5. 11 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods applied to RBUG8. a 
picture of colon ies of Serratia marescens bacteria. The 
image has a resolution of 98 x 98 pixels with 256 grey-
levels. 
(a) The original image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 133 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 110 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 129 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method : thresho l.d T = 124 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method : threshold T = 129 
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Figure 5.12 (Overleaf) RBUG8 : The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
cri teri on functi on, .., (T), deri ved in Chapter 3.2. I, wi th 
changing threshold, T. The optimum threshold maximises ,. 
(T) • 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J(T), derived in Chapter 3. 2.2, is 
plotted against threshold, T. The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold . 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original and bilevel images, 
X(T), described In Chapter 3.3.1, Is plotted against 
threshold, T. The sum Is minimised by the optimum threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, P
xy (T), defined 
in Chapter 3.3.2, with changing threshold, T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the original 
and bilevel images is selected. 
Again, as in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, all methods selected 
thresholds that were too low to achieve complete extraction of the 
bacteria colonies from the background. In this case, the problem was 
compounded by a "brightness gradient" across the image, that is, the 
upper portion was better illuminated than the lower. This makes 
selection of a unique threshold difficult, at best, and impossible, 
at worst. 
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Image A B C D E 
GIRL 3.30 0.00 3.70 1.20 LBO 
PANB 2.BO 0.00 3.55 1.00 2.65 
SIGNB 1.50 LBO 0.00 2.90 3.BO 
TYPEB 4.00 0.00 2.70 1.30 2.00 
YBUGB 1.00 0.00 3.30 2.40 3.30 
RBUGB 3.55 0.00 3.00 1.45 3.00 
II 2.69 0.30 2.71 1. 71 2.76 
0 1. 19 0.73 1.3B 0.76 0.77 
Table 5.1 The averaged results of applying the subjective evaluation 
technique of Chapter Four to the bi level images obtained 
by thresholding grey-level images using the methods of 
Chapter Three. Column A: The Entropy Method; Column B: The 
Minimum Error Method; Column C: The Moment-Preserving 
Method; Column D: The Minimum Difference Method; Column E: 
The Maximum Correlation Method. 
Table 5.1 contains the averaged results of the subjective evaluation 
technique of Chapter Four. Twenty people were asked to rate the results 
of thresholding each of the captured images, using the five methods of 
Chapter Three, on a scale of 0 to 4, where 0 was the "score" assigned 
to the result deemed the "worst" and 4 the "score" for the "best" 
result. The means and standard deviations of these results were 
calculated for analysis. It is clear from these that the Minimum Error 
method was overall the "worst", having a very low mean score. Although 
the Minimum Difference method has an average score, its standard 
deviation indicates a relatively consistent performance. The other 
three methods are all nearly equal in mean performance, with varying 
degrees of "unrel iabi Ii ty" or standard deviation. 
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5.2 Thresholds Applied to Computer-Generated Images 
The following pages contain the results of thresholding the test 
images, generated and degraded as described in Chapter Four, using 
the threshold selection techniques of Chapter Three. The image grey-
level histograms and, where applicable, the graphs of the decision-
criterion functions associated with some of the thresholding 
techniques are also presented. 
In Table 5.2 the results of applying the quantitative correlation 
evaluation technique of Chapter Four to the thresholded images are 
presented, and the mean and standard deviation of the correlations 
for each threshold selection technique are calculated. 
Figure 5.13 The original undegraded computer-generated bi level 
test image, TESTPIC, of Chapter Four. The image has 
two levels, black (3) and white (255) and has a 
resolution of 128 x 128 pixels. 
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The Quantitative evaluation method of Chapter Four involves the 
calculation of the correlation between the image of Figure 5.13 and 
each of the bilevel results obtained by thresholding the degraded 
versions of TESTPIC using the methods of Chapter Three. These 
correlations are presented in Table 5.2. The histogram of this image 
would consist merely of two columns, one at grey-level 0, 
representing the "background" pixels, and the other at grey-level 
255, representing the "objects". The column at 0 would be much taller 
than that at 255, as the "background" makes up the major porti on of 
the image. Reducing the contrast, as described in Chapter Four, moves 
these columns closer together, narrowing the valley between them. 
Since blurring and the addition of noise both result in the creation 
of intermediate grey-levels, more histogram columns will appear, 
spreading the two modes into roughly Gaussian distributions . This is 
demonstrated in the results presented on the following pages. 
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Figure 5.14 (OVerleaf) Thresholding methods applied to WPIC22, a 
test image degraded by blurring, using an optical 
transfer function with fc = 3: cycles/pixel, and the 
addition of Gaussian noise with standard deviation Cf 
= 2. The image has a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels with 
256 grey-levels. 
(a) The original degraded image 
(b) The Entropy Method : threshold T = 71 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 72 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 113 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 122 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 120 
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Fig. 5.14 
Figure S.lS (Overleaf) WPIC22: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criteri on functi on. Y (T). derived in Chapter 3.2.1. 
with changing threshold. T. The optimum threshold maximises 
Y (T). 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error. J(T). derived in Chapter 3. 2. 2, is 
plotted against threshold. T. The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the grey-level and bi level images, 
X(T). described in Chapter 3.3.1. is plotted against 
threshold. T. The sum is minimised by the optimum threshold . 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function. P
xy (T). defined in 
Chapter 3.3.2. with changing threshold. T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the grey-level 
and bilevel images is selected. 
All of the criterion functions plotted in Figure 5.15 have been 
distorted by the broad. largely featureless valley lying between the 
two main modes of the histogram. These distortions take the form of 
broad. flat regions of minimum or maximum function value, which in turn 
leads to some ambiguity in threshold selection. The least affected was 
the Entropy Method (Figure 5.15(b)). 
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Figure 5.16 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods appl ied to WPIC24, a 
test image degraded by 
transfer function with fe 
blurring , using an optical 
, 
= 2 cycles/pixel, and the 
addition of Gaussian noise with standard deviation ~ = 
4. The image has a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels with 
256 grey-levels . 
(a) The original" degraded image 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 74 
(c) The Minimum Error Method : threshold T = 78 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method : threshold T = 101 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method : threshold T = 125 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 120 
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Figure 5.17 (Overleaf) WPlC24: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criterion functi on, 'I' (T), derived in Chapter 3.2.1, with 
changing threshold T. The optimum threshold maximi ses 'I' 
(T) • 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J(T). is plotted against threshold, 
T. The error is minimised by the optimum threshold. The 
method is described in Chapter 3.2.2. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the d ifferences between the original degraded and the bilevel 
images, X(T), described in Chapter 3.3.1 is plotted against 
threshold, T. The sum is minimised by the optimum threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, p (T), defined in 
xy 
Chapter 3.3.2, with changing threshold, T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the grey-level 
and bilevel images is selected. 
Due to the addition of more noise, the valley between the histogram 
peaks is now less "featureless" and, as a consequence, the selection 
techniques select more meaningful thresholds_ The Minimum Error (Figure 
5.17(c)), Minimum Difference (Figure 5.17(d)) and Maximum Correlation 
(FIgure 5.17(e)) methods are still ambiguous in their selection. 
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Figure 5.18 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods appl ied to WPlC42, a 
test image degraded by blurring, using an optical 
transfer function with fc = ;\: cycles/pixel, and the 
addition of Gaussian noise with standard deviation cr = 
2. The image has a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels with 
256 grey-levels. 
(a) The original degraded image. 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 89 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 72 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 109 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 113 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 115 
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Figure 5.19 (Overleaf) WPIC42 : The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
cri teri on functi on, "(T), deri ved in Chapter 3.2.1, wi th 
changing theshold, T. The optimum threshold maximises, 
(T) • 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J(T), derived in Chapter 3.2,2, is 
plotted against threshold, T. The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method: the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the original degraded and b! level 
images, X(T), described in Chapter 3.3.1, is plotted against 
threshold, T. The sum is minimised by the optimum threshold. 
(e) The Max imum Corre I ati on Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlati on function, p (T), defined in 
xy 
Chapter 3.3.2, with changing threshold, T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the grey-level 
and bilevel images is selected. 
The Minimum Difference (Figure 5.19(d)) and Maximum Correlation (Figure 
5.19(e)) methods remain ambiguous in their choice of threshold, though 
their graphs have been rounded a great deal by the further smoothing of 
the image. 
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Figure 5. 20 (Overleaf) Thresholding methods appl ied to WPlC44 , a 
test image degraded by blurring, using an optical 
transfer function with Fe = t cycles/pixel, and the 
addition of Gaussian noise with standard deviation 0' = 
4. The image has a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels with 
256 grey-levels. 
(a) The original degraded image. 
(b) The Entropy Method: threshold T = 89 
(c) The Minimum Error Method: threshold T = 78 
(d) The Moment-Preserving Method: threshold T = 107 
(e) The Minimum Difference Method: threshold T = 117 
(f) The Maximum Correlation Method: threshold T = 116 
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Figure 5.21 (Overleaf) WPlC44: The grey-level histogram and graphs 
related to thresholding methods. 
(a) The grey-level histogram. 
(b) The Entropy Method: the graph shows the variation of the 
criterion function, '(T), defined in Chapter 3.2 . 1, with 
changing threshold, T. The optimum threshold maximi ses , 
(T). 
(c) The Minimum Error Method : a measure of average pixel 
classification error, J(T), derived in Chapter 3.2.2, is 
plotted against threshold, T, The error is minimised by the 
optimum threshold. 
(d) The Minimum Difference Method : the sum of the magnitudes of 
the differences between the grey-level and bi level images, 
X(T) , is plotted against threshold, T. The sum is minimised 
by the optimum threshold. 
(e) The Maximum Correlation Method: the graph shows the 
variation of the correlation function, p (T), defined in 
xy 
Chapter 3.3.2, with changing threshold , T. The threshold 
that yields the maximum correlation between the grey-level 
and bilevel images is selected. 
The increase in smoothing and noise applied to the image has led to a 
histogram (Figure 5.21(a)) with a more complete spread over the grey-
levels between the peaks. This has smoothed the graphs of the 
criterion functions, allowing unique maxima and minima corresponding 
to the optimum thresholds to be found. 
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Image SNR (dB) A B C D E 
WPIC22 32.3464 0.8231 0.8361 0.9974 0.9626 0.9639 
WPIC24 26 .4239 0.8242 0.8492 0.9859 0.9619 0.9715 
WPIC42 32.2272 0.8832 0.7156 0.9166 0.9526 0.9543 
WPIC44 26.3046 0.8665 0.7684 0.9080 0.9522 0.9513 
II - 0.8493 0.7923 0.9520 0.9573 0.9603 
a 
- 0.0303 0.0622 0.0462 0.01357 0.0092 
Table 5.2 The results of applying the quantitative evaluation method 
of Chapter Four to the bi level images obtained by 
thresholding computer-generated grey-level images using 
the methods of Chapter Three. The column labelled "SNR" 
contains the signal-to-noise ratios, in dB's, of the grey-
level images. These were calculated in Chapter Four. 
Column A: The Entropy Method; Column B: The Minimum Error 
Method ; Column C: The Moment-Preserving Method; Column D: 
The Minimum Difference Method ; Column E: The Maximum 
Correlation Method. 
From inspection of this table, it is clear that the Moment-Preserving 
technique works best with a high signal-to-noise ratio, while for a low 
signal-to-noise ratio the Minimum Difference and Maximum Correlation 
methods are best. Since the Moment-Preserving Method does not depend on 
the histogram to the same extent that the other methods do, it was not 
affected in a similar way by the wide, flat histogram valley. However, 
it was adversely affected by the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio. The 
Maximum Correlation method, on the other hand, was able to make less 
ambiguous selections of threshold with increasing image degradation, 
and this improvement to some extent lessened the adverse effects of 
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio. These results are discussed in detail 
in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the previous chapter, the results obtained with the five threshold 
selection techniques, described in Chapter Three, are presented. The 
results of evaluating the thresholded images, using the two threshold 
evaluation methods of Chapter Four, are also tabulated. The results 
obtained with the threshold selection techniques are discussed in 
Section 6.1, threshold evaluation techniques are discussed in Section 
6.2, and Section 6.3 contains the conclusions. 
6.1 Threshold Selection Techniques 
All the images used in this project have approximately bimodal grey-
level histograms, except GIRL (Fig. 5.2(a», which has a multimodal 
distribution with six peaks, and SIGN8 (Fig. 5.6(a», which as a 
unimodal distribution with a small peak, or shoulder, on one side of 
the mode. In all cases, except GIRL, the larger peak represents the 
"background" pixels and the smaller peak represents the "object" 
pixels. In GIRL, both "background" and "object" have a wide range of 
grey-levels, making threshold selection for all but artistic purposes 
very difficult. It is, however, a useful test image. 
From inspection of the criterion function graphs in the previous 
chapter, it appears that the Minimum Error method selects thresholds 
close to the larger peak in a bimodal histogram. This leads to the 
inclusion of some unwanted background noise and blur in the "object" 
regions. 
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A further drawback of the Minimum Error method is its dependence on 
the bimodality of the histogram. In the case of GIRL, where the 
histogram has several modes, the criterion function has several minima 
and, although the threshold is selected where the "lowest" mininrum 
occurs, the selection is not good. 
The Entropy, Minimum Difference and Maximum Correlation methods 
generally select thresholds in the centre of the valley between the 
peaks of a bimodal histogram, although the Entropy method shows a 
slight bias towards the larger mode. Such "centred" thresholds 
generally result in good bilevel images. The Moment-Preserving method 
also appears to select a centred threshold, usually yielding a value 
close to that selected by the Maximum Correlation method. 
For each image, the application of the five different threshold 
selection techniques generally yields five different " optimum" 
thresholds. Since there can be only one optimum threshold for a given 
image and application, these results were evaluated using the two 
methods described in Chapter Four in order to find the best threshold 
selection technique. 
6.2 Threshold Evaluation Teclmiques 
Inspection of the means of the evaluations presented in Table 5.1 
reveals that, as expected, the four techniques that selected 
thresholds near the centre of the histogram valley yielded generally 
better results than the one that was biased towards the larger 
histogram peak. As shown by the standard deviations, they were also 
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generally more consistent in their performance. 
In performing these subjective evaluations, it soon became apparent 
that a description of the required bilevel image, or the envisaged 
application, is needed in order to evaluate the results. Here the 
evaluations in each case were based on the similarity, or lack 
thereof, between the thresholded images and the original. In many 
cases these evaluations would no longer be valid if the envisaged 
application is altered. 
Inspection of the results of the quantitative evaluation technique, 
presented in Table 5.2, reveals that, although the individual order of 
"goodness" has changed, the four techniques that selected "centred" 
thresholds are still better than the one that was biased towards the 
larger histogram peak. All techniques were affected to some extent by 
the different amounts of degradation applied to the images, the 
Minimum Difference and Maximum Correlation methods being the least 
affected. In all cases, an increase in blurring had a greater effect 
than an increase in the noise. 
Although the quantitative evaluation method uses computer-generated 
images on which to base its evaluation of thresholds, it is still 
dependent on the application that is envisaged. In this case, the aim 
of the thresholding process was to restore the original, undegraded 
bilevel image. Again, if the application were altered, these 
evaluations may no longer be valid. 
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6.3 Conclusions 
It has been noted that each threshold selection technique works best 
with a different type of image and/or application. There is no 
universal "best" method, although some, particularly the Maximum 
Correlation and the Moment-Preserving methods, are very consistent in 
their performance and generally select good, if not optimum, 
thresholds for most applications. 
This dependence on the application is also apparent in threshold 
evaluation techniques. Until the application, or a general 
requirement, can be stated quantitatively, the subjective evaluation 
technique remains the more versati le, though less accurate, method. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
Program Page 
VAR6BIT .BAS A-1 
PCEYE2.FOR A-2 
ADDIM.FOR A-3 
TDISP.FOR A-4 
GREYSCL.FOR A-7 
HIST.FOR A-8 
DRAW.FOR A-9 
LEVELENT. FOR A-11 
DRAWENT • FOR A-13 
LEVELMIN. FOR A-16 
DRAWMIN • FOR A-19 
LEVELM<lM. FOR A-22 
LEVELAB5. FOR A-24 
PLOTAB5.FOR A-27 
LEVELAB6.FOR A-30 
PLOTAE6. FOR A-33 
TWOTONE.FOR A-35 
TESTBOX. FOR A-36 
FOURFILT.FOR A-38 
CHINHAT.FOR A-46 
ROUNDOFF. FOR A-47 
NOISE. FOR A-48 
SNR.FOR A-51 
XCORPIC.FOR A-52 
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PCEYE2.FOR 
PROGRAM F"CEYE 
C ====.= ••• •• == 
C 
C Pro~raffi to conv~rt pc-€ ~ e format data to starlink bdf. 
C 
C Ori~inal wl"itlen b~ J.L.Jonas 
C Modified b~ A.D.Brink,Ol/11/1986 
C 
C 
CHARACTER FNAME*16 
INTEGER POINTER, SIZE(2) 
INTEGER*2 IWOfm 
INCLUDE 'S TARDIR:FMT PAR.FOR' 
CALL RDKEYC (' INF'UT', .FALSE., 1 ,FN ,~ MEoJUNK, ISTATl 
OPEN (UNIT -IO ,FORM·'U NFORMATTED',RECORDTYPE·'F IXED', 
* NAME - FN AME,STATUS ·'O LD ') 
SIZE(!) • 640 
SIZE(2) • 40 0 
CALL RDKEYI ('S IZE ',.TRUE .,2, SIZE,JUNK,IS TAT ) 
CALL WRIMA G (' OUTPUT ' ,FMT_UB, SIZE, 2,POINTER ,ISTAT) 
K = 0 
DO I • I , 128 
READ (10) HIORD 
END DO 
CALL READ _AND_COPY IZVA LIPO INT ER) , SIZEII),S IZEC2 » 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE READ_AND_COPY lA, M, H) 
C ._ •••••••••••••••••• _ • • ". 
C 
C Convert PC-EYE 6 ~its/p el format to SL a rlink .BDF format 
C with B bits/pel.No multiplication to convert 64 leve ls to 
C 256 occurs in this versiOfl. 
C 
C 
BYTE AIM,N), SWORDI, BWORD2 
DO J • I , N 
K • N - J + I 
DO I = 1 , M , 2 
READ (10) BWOF:DI, SWORD2 
A(I,K) • aWORDI 
A(I + 1,K) = 8WORD2 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
A-2 
ADDIM.FOR 
PROGRAM ADD_IMAGES 
C --------- _._--- __ _ 
C 
C This prQ~ram, in ll1e absence of the Starlink pro~ram 
C ADD, performs the sarue task, i.e .t o add two input 
C ima~es to~ether. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTE GER INPNTI,INPNT2,OUTPOINT,ASIZ(2),BSIZI2),5IZEIZ) 
INCLUDE 'STARDIRIFMTPAR,FOR' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIRIERRPAR .FOR ' 
CALL RDIMAGI'INPUTI',FMT_SL,Z,ASIZ,NDIM,INPNTI,ISTAT) 
CALL RDIMAGI'INPUTZ',FMT_SL,2,BSIZ,NDIM ,INPNT 2,ISTAT) 
DO I ~ 1, 2 
IF IASIZII) .NE. B5IZII» THEN 
WRITE 16,6000) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO 1 =1,2 
SIZEII) =ASIZII) 
END DO 
CALL WRIHAGI'OUTPUT',FMT _SL ,SIZE,2,OUTPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL ADDIT IO NIXVALIINPNTI),ZVALIINPNT2),SIZE,ZVAL(OUTPOINT» 
60 00 FORMAT(lH ,'Ttle i~aSes are of differ~nt si ze:ABORT OPERATION.') 
C 
c 
C 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE ADDITIONIINI.IN2,SZ.OUTi 
C ----=---"---------- 
C 
INTEGER SZ(2),IN1(SZ(1),SZ(2»,IN2{SZ(1),5Z(2» 
INTEGER OUTISZII),BZI2» 
DO J ; 1,3Z(2) 
DO I-I,5ZII) 
OUT(I,J) ~ IN1(I , J)+IN2(I,J) 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
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TDISP.FOR 
F'F:OGRAM TDISi'" 
C == === ===== == = 
C 
C 
BYTE MIX(3,256) 
INTEGER SIZE(2i , ESC, LUT_SIZE(2), LUT _ P, I{_ F'QINT 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:FMTPAR.FOR ' 
CALL RDIMAG ('INPUT',FMT_R,2,SIZ[,NDIM,INPOINT,ISTAT) 
OFFSET = 0.0 
CALL RDKEYR ('OFFSET' "TRUE.,l , OFFSET , JUNK,ISTAT) 
SC ALE = 1.0 
CALL RDKEYR ('SCALE' ,.TRUE. ,I,SCA LE,JUNK, I STAT) 
CALL RDIMAG ('LUT',FMT _SL,2,LUT _S IZE,NDIM,LUT_F',ISTAT) 
ESC = 27 
CALL INITIALIZE 
C set machine r~b, additive, colour 
CALL SET _COLOR_MODE (4,3,1) 
C set one su rface of 8 bit planes 
CALL SET_SURFACE_DEFINITIONS (1,8) 
C be~i n pixel o per at ions, surface 1, 8 b its/pi xel 
CALL BEGIN_F'IXEL _O PERATIONS (1,11,8) 
C write pixels Ilori2ontall~ fr~m bottom left 
CALL SET_F'IXEL _WRITING _FACTORS (1,-1,0) 
C set viewport 
IF'XI (1280 - SIZE(I» / 2 
IPX 2 = IPXl + SIZE(I) - 1 
IPYI (1024 - SIZE(2» / 2 
IPY 2 I PY! + SIZE(2) - 1 
CA LL SET _PIXEL_VIEWF'ORT (IF'Xl,IF'Yl,IPX2,IF'Y2) 
C set UP cursor mappin~ 
CALL SET_WINDOW (!,I,SIZE(I),SIZE(2» 
CALL SET _VIEWPORT «IF'Xl*16 + 8)/5,(IPY1116 + 8)/5, 
* (IPX2*!6 + 8)/5 , (IF'Y2*16 + 8)/5) 
CALL SET _GIN_WINDOW (0 , 0 ,4 095 ,4 095) 
CALL SET_GIN_AREA (0, -1, 0 , 0,4095,'0095) 
CALL SET_GIN_GRIDDING (0,0,0) 
CALL FLUSH 
C set colour inde x e s for surface 1 
CA LL READ _LUT (ZVALCLUT_P),MIX) 
CALL OUTPUT .. BUFFER C M I X, 31256, 'CM: ' ) 
C offset, sca le and output iffia~e 
ISIZE ~ S IZE(1)*SIZE(2) 
CALL GETDYN ('BUFFER',FM T_UB ,I SIZE,B _F'OINT ,IST AT) 
CALL OFF _SC ALE (IVAL(INPOINT ) ,I SIZ E, OFFSET,SCALE ,I VAL(B _F'OINT» 
CALL OUTPUT_BUFFEr, (;:VALCB_f'OINT) , rSIZE, 'F'X :O') 
CALL EXIT 
ENII 
SUBROUTINE OFF_SCALE ( A, N, 0, S, B) 
C ======== ========== == 
C 
C 
BYTE I' (N), B[;UF 
INTEGER IBUF 
REAL A(N) 
EQUIVALENCE (IBUF,BBUF) 
DO t\ c-: 
IBUF 
B(K) 
ENII [10 
RETURN 
ENII 
! , N 
MIN(MAX(NINTC(A(K) + 0)/S) ,2 ) , 255) 
BBUF 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT_B UFFER (BU FFER, N, DEST ) 
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C =============== === ==== == 
C 
C 
CHARACTER DE5T*(*) 
BYTE BUFFER(N), DEVCHAR S1(8) 
INTEGER*2 IOSB2(4), TW, DEUCHARS(4) 
INTEGER*4 SYS$ASSIGN, STS'OIOW, STSIDASSGN, LIBIGET_EF, 
* LIBIFREE_EF, STAT, CHAN, LBUF, EFLAG, TL 
PARAMETER IOIM_NOEOF = '2000'X 
EQUIVALENCE (TL,TW), (DEVCHARS,DEVCHARSl) 
INCLUDE '(IIODEF )' 
INCLUDE '( $DCDEF)' 
C allocate channe l for d~a 
STAT = STS'ASSIGN (%DESCR('XTAO:'),CHAN,,) 
IF (,NOT. STAT) CALL LIB'STOP (zVAL(STAT» 
STAT = LIBIGET_EF (EFLAG) 
IF (,NOT. STAT) CALL LIB'STOP I%VAL(STAT» 
C set UP block size at both end s 
CALL SET_DMA_BLOCK_SIZE (16384) 
DEVCHARSl(l) DCI_REALTIME 
DEVCHARSl(2) • 119 
TL = 16384 
DEVCHARS(2) = TW 
DEVCHARSl(5) • -1 
STAT = STS'OIOW (ZVAL(EFLAG),%VAL(CHAN),ZVAL(IOI_SETMODE). 
* IOSB2" ,DEVCHARS"",) 
C perform dnl3 Qutput sectior) bw section 
CALL COPT ('DM:l',DEST) 
IOFUNC = IO$_WRITEVBLK 
IPTR = 1 
DO WHILE (!F'TR .LE. N) 
LEN = MIN ( 16384,N - IPTR t 1) 
IF «(IPTR t LEN - 1) .LT. N) THEN 
IOFUNC IOR(IOIM _ND EOF,IOFUNC) 
ELSE 
IOFUNC • IANDINOT(IOIM_NOEOF),IOFUNC) 
END IF 
STAT ~ SYS$QIOW (ZUALCEFLAG),XVAL(CHAN),XVAL(IOFUNC),IOSB2 ", 
* BUFFER ( I PTR) • %VAl( LEN) , , , , ) 
IF (.NOT, STAT) CALL LIB$STOP (ZVALIBTAT» 
IPTR = IPTR t LEN 
END DO 
STAT· STSIDASSGN (ZUAL(CHAN» 
IF (.NOT. STAT) CALL LIBISTOP(ZVAL(STAT) 
STAT· LIBIFREE_EF (EFLAG) 
IF (.NOT. STAT) CALL LIBISTOP(ZVAL(STAT») 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE READ_LUT (LUT. MIX) 
C •••••••• ======. === . 
C 
C 
BYTE MIX\ 3 ,23 6) , B£lUF 
INTEGER LUT(3,256), IBUF 
EOUIVALENCE (IBUF,BBUF) 
DO J = 1 , 256 
DO I ; 1 r 3 
IBUF • LUTII,J) 
MIXCI,257 - J) BBUF 
END DO 
END DO 
IBUF = 255 
A-5 
MIX(!,255 ) 
MIX(2,25::.i) 
MIX(3,255) 
RETURN 
END 
- BBUF 
= .BUF 
BBUF 
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GREYSCL.FOR 
PROGRAM GREYTABLE 
C =========== =~= = ~ 
C 
C This PfoSraRI c a rr be used to c r'e at e .BDF lookup table s 
C (LUT) for the displaw of image s on the Tektronix 4115B 
C colour Sraphics terminal.Tl1e tables tllis pru~ram is 
C concerned with are ~re~-level lables.256 diff e rent 
C shades of ~re~ al'e available.Provision is made for the 
C selection of the reQIJired nunlber of ~rey levels to be 
C use d, allowins them to be sp~ced evenl~. 
C 
C Written 08/08/1986 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
INTEGER SIZEI21,OUTPOINT,LUT I 3,256),NUM 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:ERRPAR,FOR' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:FMTPAR,FOR ' 
5IZE11I=3 
SIZE121=256 
CALL WRIMAGI'OUT PUT',FMT_SL,SIZE, 2 ,OUTPOI NT,ISTATI 
NUM=256 
CALL RDKE'(II' LEVELS ' , ,TRUE, ,1, NUN, J UNK, ISTAT 1 
CALL WRITELUTCNUM,ZVALIOUT POINTII 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE WRITELUTINUH, LUTI 
C ======== • • • ==.== • • ~ 
C 
C Writes a lookup ta ble of th e re a uired s i z e. 
C 
C 
C Initialise output arr ay 
C 
c 
DO J :::: l,256 
DO 1=1,3 
LUTII,J) =O 
END DO 
END DO 
C Wr ite tablE.' 
C 
FACTOR=256iNUM 
DO J=1 ,N Ut1 
DO I=I,3 
LUTII,J I =FA CTOR* IJ -l 1 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
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HIST. FOR 
PROGRAM HISTDAT(I 
C ;o; ;= = = === = ;= = ~ = 
C 
C This proSraffi obl il ins lhe data reQuired to draw a ~re~ -leyel 
C histosram of an inlase bw countin~ the number of pixels at 
C eaell S~e~ lev~l.Note that the ima~~ reauired can have UP to 
C 256 ~l' e~ levels (O .• 25S).If neces s ar~, it is easil~ modified 
C to accomodate more. 
C 
C Modified 22/08/1986 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
INTEGER SIZE( 2), I NPOIN T,NUM I01Z55) ,LVL 
INCLUDE 'ST ARDIR1ERRPA R.FOR ' 
INCLUDE 'ST ARDIR1FMTPAR.FOR' 
CALL RDIMAG('INPUT',FMT_SL,2 , SIZE,NDI M,INP OINT,I STAT) 
LV L"'256 
CALL HDKE'(l1 'LEVELS' , .TRUE. ,1,LVL,JUNI(,ISTAT) 
CALL FINDVALIZVALIINPOINT),SIZE(I) ,SI ZEI2),LVL,NUM) 
C Write results to fil es 'HISTRES.DAT', 'HISTPLT .DAT ' , 'H ISTLEV.DAT ' 
C 
C 
OPEN IUN I T=I,N AME =' HISTRES.DAT ') 
OPEN IUNI T-2 ,NAME ;'HIS TP LT.DA T') 
DO LE"EL ·' O,LVL-l 
WRITE 11 ,6000)LEVEL,NUMILEVEL) 
WRITE (2,6001)NU MILEV EL) 
END DO 
OPEN (UNIT~3,NAME=/HISTLE~.DAT') 
WRIT E 13,6D02)LVL 
6000 FO RMATC1H , 14, ' 
600 1 FORMAT(IH ,1 6) 
6002 FORMAT(lH ,I S ) 
C 
, ,16) 
C 
C 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE FINDVAL(IN,X,Y , LVL,NUM) 
C === =0: _= ===== ===== 
C 
C This courlt s tIle number of pixels il a Yin~ eacl, ~re~-leyel value 
C 
INTEGER X, Y,LVL,NUM(O:255)r IN <X,Y) 
c 
C Initialisation seQuen~c 
C 
c 
no LEIJEL =O, 2~:i 
NUM I LEVELi =0 
END [10 
C P rocedure ~ tdrts 
C 
DO J -.: l,Y 
DO I=l,X 
HUM IINII ,J» · NUMIIN(I, J»t l 
UW DO 
END DO 
F:ETURN 
END 
A-a 
DRAW. FOR 
PR OGRAM HIBTPLOT C······· ···· ··· · · 
C 
C This prD~raru us e s Ltl0 da ta rll e s creaLed b~ histo~r a ffi 
C data-gatherins prog ranl ~ such as HIST.FOR to d'"aw the 
C histograrus on the VT100 screerl.Tlle re s ultin~ hislog rJ ms 
C can be printed usins the DUM PS CREEN coolmand.Please not~ 
C that the C-ITOH printel' should be conrlEcted to the 
C tel'ru i nal and selected . Onl~ onc of the VT100 terminal s 
C can intel'face to the printer .I n addition , d plotfile 
C called 'HISTCAL.L IS ' is created. This can b~ plotted on 
C the CALCO MP plotter usins tl,e command 'PLOT HISTCAL,LIS', 
C A maximum of 256 levels can be plotted. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
INTEGER NUHIO:25SI,MAX.LVL 
REAL NORHIO:2551 
OPEN IUNIT·l,NAHE · 'HISTLEV,DAT ' ) 
READ 1l,* I LVL 
OPEN IUNIT-2,NAME · 'HIS TP LT ,D AT'1 
DO I '· O,LVL--l 
READI2,*INUH(I) 
UID DO 
CALL NORMAL(NUM.MAX,LVL,NORM) 
CALL DRAWDATINORM,LULI 
CALL DRAWCALINORM,L VLI 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE NORMALINUM,MAX,LVL,NORMI 
C ••••• • •• = ••••••• • 
C 
C Normalises Lhe histo~raffi data in order to racilitate 
C automatic 'scaling' of ttle hi s toSram plots.This is 
C ach ieve d b~ dividin~ all 'colu~lns' b~ the hi~hest, 
C which restJlts irl a m <? ~~ . heisht of i.Thi s is the n 
C multiplied b~ a c onst a nt to obL a in a ' de c e n t' plot. 
C 
c 
INTEGER NUM(O:255),MAX,LVL 
REAL NORM(O~255) 
C Inilialise 
C 
C 
DO 1 "=0 ,2 55 
NORMIII ' C,O 
END DO 
MAX'O 
DO I ' O,LVL -- l 
IF INUM I II ,GT. MAXI THEN 
MAX·NUMII I 
END II' 
END DO 
IF IMAX , EQ , 01 THEN 
MAX ' l 
END IF 
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C 
C 
C 
Dll I - Q,LVL-l 
NORH(I)-(FLOATINUM(I))/(FLOATIMAX)) 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWDAT(NORM,LVL) 
C __ 0 __ .'=_-,.,-,-.-
C 
C Plots the ~re~-level histo~r a ~ on the VT100 screen. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGEr, LVL 
REAL NORH(O:255),GREY,HIST,COL,INC 
CALL TEKPLOT 
CALL CLEAR_VT100 
CALL CLEAR_SCREEN 
COL-16.0/FLOAT(LVL) 
INC-1. O/COL 
CALL AXISCO.O,O.O,'GREY LEVEL',-lO,16,O,O.O,Q.O,INC) 
DO I-O,LVL-l 
GREY-COL.FLOAT(I) 
HIST-13*NORMCI) 
CALL PLOT(GREY,Q.Q, 3) 
CALL PLOT(GREY,HIST,2) 
END DO 
CALL VT100 
CALL ENDF'LOT 
RETU RN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWCAL(NORH,LVL) 
C ----==_._-----=_.-
C 
C Plots thf-~ sr'e!.i-· level hi 5 1.o~ralTl orl t.he CALCOMF' plot.ter 
C 
C 
INTEGER LVL 
REAL NORM(O:255),GREY,HIST,COL,INC 
CALL CALPLOT(5,'HISTCAL') 
COL-16.0/FLOATILVL) 
INC-I.O/COL 
CALL AXISIO,O,O.O,'GREY LEVEL' ,-lO,16. 0,O .O,O .O,INC) 
DO I-O,LVL--l 
GREY-COL*FLOATII) 
HI ST-13*NORMII) 
CALL PLOTIGREY,O.Q,3) 
CALL PLOTIGREY,HIST,2) 
END DO 
CALL EIHIf"LOT 
RETURN 
END 
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LEVELENT .FOR 
PROGRf.JM ENTROn-
C •• ----.- • •• • • . , -
C 
C Thi s pro ~ ranl deLermil1e ~ the op timum thr~shold f or a ~ iven 
C imag e usin ~ the entrop~ of the hi s toSranl .A s input th~ dala 
C file HISTPLT.D AT cre aL ~d bw Lhe HIST,FOR proSram is used. 
C The ~etll o d is one descri b ed b~ J.N . Kapur , P . K.3a hoo arid 
C A.I'< .C.Wons irl t,h~~ir p ap e r ',; New ~1ethOij for Gr a y - Level 
C Picture Thre s holdins U5in~ the Erltrop'::l of the Hi stog ra~.· 
C A ma xim um of 256 ~ r ev le ve l s can be used.If nece ssary, the 
C program can be modified to acco moda ta more. 
C 
C 
C W."i lten 0 4 /06/ 19 86 
C Mo d ified 01/08/1986 
C Mo di fie d 11/09/1986 
C 
INTEGER FIO:255),TOT,LEVEL,LVL 
REA L P (O :255 ) ,PS,PSX, HS,H SX , PSI MAX,PS I (O :25~ ) 
C 
C Initiali se a rrays 
C 
C 
DO 1 .=0 , 255 
F(I )=O 
F·III-O.O 
PSl(I i=O.O 
END DO 
C Read if, data frc~ HISTPLT.DAT Bfl d HI STLEV .DAT 
C 
c 
OPEN (UN IT =I,NAM E='HISTLEU. DAT') 
READ ( 1,*) LVL 
OP EN (UNIT=2,NAME ~ ·HISTPLT.DAT·) 
110 I-O,LVL-l 
READ (2 , *)F(I) 
ENII 110 
C Calc ulat e th e ~reY-level rra c ti crl~ 
C 
TOT 'O 
DO I ·;:O,L VL--l 
TOT -TOHF I II 
ENII DO 
DO I =O ,L VL-l 
P(I)=FLOA T(F( I»/FLOAT(TOT) 
END 110 
C 
C Comnl en ce del:.el'l11.1n a Lio n of thr'eshold 
C 
C 
PSIMAX "O.O 
DO S :=O , Lt)L-2 
F'S"O .O 
DO I= O,S 
F'S=TS+r:' (I) 
ENII 110 
F' SX- l .0-f·S 
HS=O.O 
liD I -O ,S 
IF (P(I) .GT. 0.0) T HE;~ 
HS - HS- IF'I I )* LGGIPI I» )) 
ENII IF 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
END DO 
HSX;:O.O 
DO I=Stl, LVL --l 
IF (HI) .GT. 0.0) THEN 
HSX-HSX-IPCI)ILOGIP II» ) 
END IF 
END DO 
I F IPS .GT. 0.0) THEN 
IF IF'SX .GT. 0.0) THEN 
PSII S)-ILOGI PSIPSX» )tCHS;PS) +IHSX / PS X) 
END IF 
END IF 
IF (PSI(S) .GT.PSIHAX) THEN 
PSIHAX - PSII S) 
LE VEL-S 
END IF 
END DO 
C Write the arra~ of PSI va lu es to ENTRES.DAT 
C 
c 
OPE N (UNIT~ 3, NAME='EN TRES.DAT ') 
DO I-O,LVL-l 
WRI TE (3,5000)PSI(I) 
END DO 
C Print the results Of1 the sc reerl 
C 
C 
5000 
6000 
6001 
C 
WRITE C6,6000)PSIMAX 
WRIT E 16 , 6001)L EVEL 
FORHAT(lH ,Fl 0 .3) 
FORMAT(lH ,'T ;, e ma:c . value of PSI is: ·,FI0.3) 
FORMAT(lH ,'The O Pt iffiU AI threshold i s:', IS ) 
CI.LL EXIT 
END 
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DRAWENT.FOR 
PROGRAM HISTPLOT 
C ••••••••••• ==== . 
C 
C Thi s ~rO~l'a n! use s Lhe data file~ cre~ted b~ lhreshold 
C selection programs such as LEVELENT.FOR to draw th~ 
C criteriofl functiofl S on tile VT100 ~ creen.The resulLins 
C hi stograms ~an be printed using the DUMPSCR EE N command. 
C Note that ,th e C-ITO f~ PI'inter s i,auld be connected to the 
C terruinal and 5elected . Onl~ orle of the VT100 terruirlals 
C can interface to LtlC printer. In addition, a piaL file 
C called 'E NTCAL.LIS ' i s created. This can be ~lotted an 
C the CALCQMP plo LLer using Lt\e command 'PL OT ENTCAL.LIS'. 
C A maxinlum of 256 level s can be plotted. 
C 
C 
C Written 17/09/1986 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGER LVL 
REAL NUM(O:235),HAXrNORM{O!255) 
OPEN IUNIT 'I ,NAME " HISTLEV.DAT') 
READ Il,*)LVL 
OPEN IUN IT =2,NAME='ENTRES . DAT') 
DO I ' O,LVL-l 
READI2,* ) NUMII) 
END DO 
CALL DRAWDAT I NORM,MAX,LVLI 
CALL DRAWCALINORM,MAX,LVLI 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROU TINE FINDMAXINUM ,MA X, LVL,NORM) 
C ••••••• :_ ••••• • ••• 
C 
C Finds ttle ffidximuffi value of PSI to a llow label inS of the 
C vertical axis. 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
INTEGER LVL 
F:EAL NllM (0: 255' ,~htX, NOf.;M {O: 255) 
MAX - O.O 
DO I=O,LVL-l 
NORM(I) ~ ABS (NUM (I») 
IF INOF:~1(I1 .GT. MAX) THEN 
MAX-NORMII) 
END IF 
END DO 
IF IMAX .Ea. 0.0) THEN 
MAX-l.0 
END IF 
F:ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWDAT ( NORM,MAX,LVLI 
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c ••••••••••••• == . _-
c 
C Plots th e ~rdPh on the VT1 0 0 sc reen . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
IN TEGER l.V l. 
REAL NORM(O : 255) , MAX 
REAL CX(2S8),CY(258),XINC,YINC 
XI NC =FLOAT(LVL )/16 . 0 
YINC. O. UMA X 
DO 1=1,25 8 
CX( 1)=O. O 
CYe 1) -0 .0 
END DO 
CALL TEKPLOT 
CALL CLEAR_VT1 00 
CA l.L CLEAR_S CREE N 
CALL AX I S(O.O,O.O, 'THRESHOLD',-9,16 . 0 ,0. O,Q . 0,XINC) 
CALL AXIS(O.0,0.O,'PSI',3,10.0,90 . 0,0.O,YINCI 
DO I =O,LVL-l 
CX(Itl)"·FLOAT(II 
cn Itl )-NORM( I I 
END DO 
CX(LVL+ll =O.O 
CX( I_"Lt2)·X IN C 
CYCL VL+1 ) · 0 . 0 
CY (LVL+2 ) =YINe 
CALL LINE(CX,CY , LVL, l, Q,O) 
C ,~LL 'iT 1 00 
CALL EN DP LOT 
RE TUR N 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWCAL{NORI1 , MAX, LUL) 
C •• = •••• = •••••• ••• 
C 
C Plo ts the dr aph on tile CALCOMF ploLter 
C 
C 
C 
IN TE GER LVL 
REAL NORM( O: 255) , MAX 
REAL CX ( 258 j, CY(238),X I NC,Y IN C 
XI NC =FL OAT(LVLI!16.0 
Y I NC - O . UMAX 
DO 1=1,258 
CX(1)·O . O 
CY ( 1)·O.O 
END DO 
CALL CALPLQTI5,' ENTCA L') 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O,'THRESHOLD '1 -9,16 , Q,O.O, O.O , XINC) 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O,'PSI',3r10 . Q,90.0,O.O,YINC) 
DO I ·O, LVL-1 
CX (Itl) ·FLOr,T (r I 
CYe It 1 I - NORM (I i 
END DO 
CX( LVLt1 1=O .0 
ex (LVLt2 I ·X IN C 
CYl LVL+ 1 1·O . O 
CY(LVLt21-YINC 
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CALL LINEICX,CY,LVL,l,Q,Q) 
CALL ENDPLOT 
RETURN 
END 
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LEVELMIN.FOR 
PROGRAM MINERROR 
C ========== ====== 
C 
C This ptoSr am detertllines l11e optimum threshold for d ~iven 
C iruaSe usins a statistical method to mininlise the error.As 
C input the daLa file HISTPLT.DAT created b~ the HIST.FOR 
C pro~ram is used.Tlle method is one described by J.Kittler 
C and J.Illin~worth in their paper 'Minimum Errar 
C Thresholdins',A maximum of 256 SreY levels can be used.If 
C necessar~, the proSram can be modified to accoffiodale more. 
e 
e 
c Written 15/07/1986 
C MOfjified 01/08/1986 
C ~ladified 11/09/1986 
C 
c 
INTEGER HIST(O:255),THRESH,T,G,LVL 
REAL J(O:255),JCF,BSUM1,BSUM2,Ml,M2,Sl,S2,ASUM1,ASUM2 
REAL PS1,PS2,PP1,PP2,Al,A2,Pl,P2,HTOT,NHIST(O:255),MAXJ 
C Initialise arraYs 
C 
c 
DO 1=0,255 
HIST(I) ::o O 
I,!HIST(I) ::: O.O 
J ( I ) -0.0 
END DO 
C Read if) histo~ram da ta from HISTPLT.DAT and HISTLEV.DAT 
C 
c 
OPEN (UNIT.l,NAME.'HISTlEV.DAT ' ) 
READ (l,I)lVl. 
OPEN (UNIT=2,NAME='HISTPl T .DAT') 
DO I=O,lVl - l 
READ (2,I)HIST(I) 
um DO 
C Nornlslis c the hi9lo~r a m 
C 
c 
HTOT =O.O 
DO I=O,lVl-l 
HTOT=HTOTtFLOATIHI3T(II) 
END DO 
Df) I =O,LVl--l 
NHIST(I)=(FLOAT(HIST(I»)/HTOT 
END DO 
C Commenc e calculaLion 
C 
DO T=· O,LVl. ·-2 
t~SUM1=' O. 0 
ASIJM2=0.O 
BSUM1:.::O.O 
BSUM2 =O.O 
Pl - 0.0 
P2 ~" O.O 
Alo-0.0 
A2 ~~ O.O 
111 "' 0.0 
M2 ::: 0.0 
S 1 -- 0.0 
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C 
52 ::: 0.0 
F'Sl.::0.0 
P'S2=O . 0 
PPI=O.O 
F'P2=O.O 
DO 8:::0,T 
PI =PltNHIST( G) 
ASUMI=ASUMlt(NHISTIG)IFLOAT( G» 
END DO 
IF (PI .GT. 0.0) THEN 
MI=ASUMJ.lPI 
END IF 
DO G=O,T 
AI=(FLOAT(G) - MI)*12 
B5UMI=BSUMltAI*NHIST(G) 
END DO 
IF (F'l .GT. 0 . 0) TH EN 
SI=S ORT(BSUMI/PI) 
END IF 
DO G=TtI, LVL -I 
P2=P2tNHIST(G) 
A5UM2=ASUM2t(NHISTIG).FLOAT(G») 
EN D DO 
IF (P2 .GT. 0 . 0) THEN 
M2=ASUM2 /F'2 
END IF 
DO G=T+1, LVL--I 
A2=(F LOAT(G) - M2 ) .*Z 
BSUM2=BSUM2+A2*NHIST(G) 
END rio 
IF (P2 .GT. 0 .0 ) THEN 
S2 =SORT(B5UM 2/P2) 
END IF 
IF (PI . GT. 0 . 0) THEN 
F'Pl=PlH.OG(Pl) 
IF (51 .tH. 0 .0) THEN 
PSI=F'ULOG (S!) 
END IF 
Dirt IF 
IF (1='2 .O T . 0 . 0) THEN 
F'P2=P2*LOG (F'2) 
IF (52 .GT . 0.0) THEN 
F'S2=F'2ILOG (52) 
END IF 
END IF 
JIT)=I.O+ 2*(F'Sl+P S2 )-2*(PF'lt PF' 2) 
END DO 
TH r.:ES H=O 
C Find min. va lue of the cr iteri o n function 
C 
C 
JCF =JIO) 
DO T=1 ,L VL- 2 
IF IJIT) .LT • • ICF) THEN 
JCF=J IT) 
THRESH =I 
END IF 
END DO 
C Print re s ult o n s cree n and wri te c r ite ri on f uncL io n 
C to • dot. file MINRE 5 .DAT. 
C 
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C 
5000 
6000 
6001 
C 
OPEN (UNIT =2,NAME = 'MINRES.DAT ' ) 
DO T= O.LVL-l 
WRITE (2.5000IJITI 
ENli liD 
WRITE 16.60001JCF 
WRITE (6.6001ITHRESH 
FORMAT(lH ,F10 . 5) 
FORMAT(lH , 'The mlni mlJffi of the criL. fun e . was:',Fl0.5) 
FORMATl I H . '*** OF'TIMUM THRESHOLli='.I4.' ***') 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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DRAWMIN • FOR 
PROGRAM HI3TFLOT 
C ===== ========= , = 
C 
C This prcSr a m u~es t~,e d~La fil es creaLed b~ thresllold 
C selection prograrus such as LEVELMIN . FOR to draw the 
C crileriorl functions on the VT100 ~ creen.The resultin~ 
C histo~rBI~s can be prirlted usirl! ttl@ DUMPSCREEN comnland. 
C Nole ti'IBl the C-ITOH printer Sil0uld be connected to the 
C t[~rnlirlal and selec:ted.Onl~ one of the VT100 terrrlirlal~J. 
C can interface to tile prirltcr.ln addi ,tionr d plotfi l e 
C called 'MINCAL . LIS ' is created. This C2n be plotted on 
C the CALCOMP plotter lJsing Lhe command 'PLOT MINCAL.LIS', 
C A ~axi~um of 256 level~ can be plotted. 
C 
C 
C Written 17/09/1986 
C 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
INTEGER LVL 
REAL tIUM(O:25S) , MAX,NORMCO:255) 
OPEN (UNIT-l . NAME= ' HISTLEV.DAT'1 
READ (1.*)LVL 
OPEN (UNIT=2.NAME =' MINRES.DAT'1 
DO I=O.l.VL-l 
REMI (2, II NUM (I) 
END [10 
C~L L FINDMAX(NUM,MAX,LVL,NORM) 
CALL DRAWDATINORM,MAX.LVL) 
CALL DRAWCAL(NORM,MAX,l.VL) 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE FIND MAX(NUM ,M AX , LVL ,NORM ) 
C a._=========_== •• 
C 
C Finds ltle maxiRluRI value of J to allow labelin~ of the 
C vert.ical a ::is. 
C 
C 
c 
c 
C 
INTEGER LVL 
REAL NUM(O!255),MA X,NORM(O:255) 
Mr,;( a {j.O 
DO I ::: O , UH .. -l 
NORM(II - ABS(NUM(II ) 
IF (NORM(I) . GT. tIAX) THEN 
M(lX=NORM (I) 
um IF 
END DO 
IF (I1!iX .Ell. 0.0) TH EN 
MAX.1. 0 
END IF 
RETUr<N 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWDATCNORM,MAX,LVL) 
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C ==::: =. ==. :: =:::.=~ . ~ ::: =::.:-"" 
C 
C Plots the ~rap h Ofl the VT100 s creen . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGEF: LVL 
REAL NORM(O:2551,MAX 
REAL CX(2SS),CY(258)1XINC,Y INC 
XINC-FLOATCLVL)/16.0 
YINC=O .1*HA>: 
DO 1=1,25 8 
CXCll=O . O 
CYCll-O.O 
ENIi DO 
CA LL TEI\f'LDT 
CAL L CLEAR _VT100 
CALL CLEAR_SCREEN 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O . O , /THRES I~O LD / , -9 ,16. 0 ,O.O, O .O,XINC) 
CALL AXISCO.O.O . O. 'J-C RITERIDN ' .11.lO.O,90.0,O.O,YINC) 
110 I =O,LVL-l 
CXC Itl) =FLDATC I) 
CYC Itl )=NORHCI) 
END DO 
CXCLVL tl ) - O.O 
CXCI. VL+2 )=XINC 
CYCl. VL+l) 0.0 
CYCLV L+2) =YINC 
CALL LINE {CX,CY ,LVL,l,O , O) 
CALL VT10 0 
C(,LL ENliPLOT 
I<ETURN 
END 
SUBROU TIN E DRAWCALINDRH.MAX,LVL ) 
c =-== == == ======== == 
C 
C Plot s t.he sraF,h (lf e t.he CALCOMF F·lol.t.er 
C 
C 
C 
INT EGER LVI. 
REAL NORMIO:255),HA X 
REAL CX(258).CYI258),XINC ,YI NC 
XINC - FLDATCLVLI/16.0 
YINC =O .l*H AX 
DO 1:" 1,258 
CXIll=O .O 
CY(!) " O.O 
END [1 0 
CALL CALPLOTCS,'MINCAL') 
CALL AXISIO.O,O.O . 'THRESHOLlI',-9.16.0.0.0 . 0.0 .XINC) 
CALL AXIS IO.O,O.O , ' J - CRITERIO N' , 11,lO.O,90 . 0,Q .O, YINC) 
110 I =O , LVL-l 
CXll tl )=FLOATC I ) 
CYl Itl) =NOHHCI) 
END DO 
CXCLVLtl) =O .O 
CXCLVL+2) =X IN C 
CYCLVLt l ) =O. O 
Cy(LVL+ 2 )=YINC 
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CALL LINEICX,CY,LVL,I,Q,Q) 
CALL ENDPLOT 
RETURN 
END 
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LEVELMOM.FOR 
PRGGRMi MOriE~1T 
C = ••••• =.= •••• 
C 
C This ~" l'()g,'ells uet.ernlines the opLlnllJ fll llireshoid for a siven 
C iRlage while preservind the f irs t four moments of the irua~e. 
C As input the data file HISTPLT.DAT created b~ the HIST.FOR 
C pr09 raffi is used .The ~ethQd is one d~scribed b~ Wen-HsianS 
C Tsai in hi s pap!:::! I' 'Mon!\:~rlt.-F'l'e s er·.;in9 Thre ~ ilo1dins: A New 
C Approach'.Up to 256 ~re~ levels c a n be used.If necessar~, 
C the program can be modified to accoffiodate mare. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
Wri 'Lten 05/06/1986 
Modified 01/08/1986 
INTEGER F(O:255),TOT,LE VEL,LVL 
REAL P(O:255),M( O:J),CO,Cl,ZO,Zl,PO,Pl,PR,PROB 
C Initiali se arra~~ 
C 
c 
DO I ::: 0, 25:i 
F ( n . o 
p(n 0.0 
END DO 
C Read in dala from HISTPLT.DAT dnd HISTLEV.DAT 
C 
c 
OPEN (UN IT =l ,NAME =' HISTLEV.DAT') 
READ (l,*)LVL 
OPEN (UNIT·2,NAME·'H1STPLT.DAT') 
DO I 'O ,LVL -l 
READ (2,I)F(!) 
E~I[I DO 
C Calculate the ~ I'~ ~ -lev~l fraction ~ 
C 
c 
DO I 'O ,L,IL--l 
TOT.TOTtF (1) 
END DO 
DO I~O,LVL. -- l 
P(II =FLOAT(F(I))/FLOAT(TOTI 
END no 
C Calculate the ri!· ~ t rour moment s M(O) •• M(3). 
C B~ definition, M(O)=i.O 
C 
c 
M(O) ::: 1.0 
DO 1=1.,3 
11( 1) "":l, 0 
END liD 
DO 1 =1,3 
DO J ' O,LVL-l 
M(I)=M(I)t<FCJlt(J**I» 
END DO 
END DO 
C Calculate lJ'\s iflte!'mcdlaLe co~ 'rficienLs CO & Cl 
C 
C 
CO - (M(11*MI3)-M(2)1121/(MIOI*M(2)-M(11112) 
Cl = (M(1)*M (21 -M(O)*M ( 3)I/IM(OIIMI2 )- M(1)'12) 
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C Calcul a l~ tile tw o final ~re~-leyels ZO ~ Zl 
C 
C 
ZO ~ O .51( -Cl-SaRT(C l.'2-4.COII 
Zl=0.5*(-CitSORT(Cl**2-4.COII 
C CalculaLe tile two findl ~re~-leY~l fractions PO & PI 
C 
C 
PO =(Zl-M(111/IZ1-ZOI 
Pl-LO-PO 
C Commen c e deterffiindtion o f the Lhresl,old 
C 
C 
LEVEL-O 
PR=O.O 
DO ,J-O. LVl.-l 
PR=PRtF'(J) 
IF (PR .LE. POI THEN 
LEVEL =J 
F'HOB=PH 
END IF 
END DO 
C Print the results on the s creen 
C 
C 
6000 
6001 
6002 
6003 
6004 
C 
WRITE (6,6000)MCO),MCl),M(2),M(3) 
WRITE (6.600iIZ0.Z1 
WRITE C6,6002)PO 
WRITE (6.6003IPROB 
WRITE (6.60041l.EVEL 
FOR~lAT ( 1 H 
FORMAT (lH 
FORM!,]' (lH 
FORMAT ClH 
FOR~tAT (lH 
cr,LL EX IT 
END 
, 'MO ::' ,F5.3,· 1-\ 1 - ' ,FI O.3, ' 112=' ,FI0.3, ' M3=' ,FI0.3) 
, 'ZO ::;.I ,FI0.3,· Z1 =' JFI0.3) 
,/Re~u il'ed lower fr ~c tion: · ,F5.3) 
,'Obt ained lowel' fraction! ·,F~.3) 
•••• OPTIMUM TllRESHOLD 1«;".151 
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LEVELAB5.FOR 
PROGRAM MOD_DIFF 
C ~~~=~=~ = = ~= ~~~ = = 
C 
C Thi s pro~raffi uses the ' ma~nitude of the difference' thresllold 
C selection method proposed in Chapter 3.The magnitude of 
C the difference between the ori~inal ima~e and the bilevel 
C result is evaluated for all thresholdstTtlE threshold 
C selected is that one which minimises this ~ifference.An 
C output filer 'RESA B5.DAT', is produced for plottin~ function 
C versus threshold. 
C 
C 
C Written 19/06/1987 
C 
c 
INTEGER HIST(0:255),LVL,THRESH 
REAL X(0!255),CRIT 
C Rea d da La fronl hi5to~ram files 
c 
OPEN (UNIT =l,NAME='HISTLEV.DAT') 
READ (1,*)LVL 
OPEN (UNIT =2,NAME='HISTPLT,DAT') 
DO I=O,LVL - 1 
READ (2,*)HIST(I) 
END DO 
C F ln rJ the 'IlIB s nitude function', X 
CALL MAGNITUDE(HIST,LVL,X) 
c 
C Ca lculate the t hreshol d 
C 
CALL THRESHOLD(X,LVL,CRIT,THRESH) 
c 
C Write X to 'RESAB 5.DAT ' 
C 
c 
OPEN (UNIT=3,NAME='RESAB5.DAT') 
DO T=0, LVL-1 
WRITE (3,6000)X(T) 
END DO 
C Writ!::! CrnT .Hld THRESH to screen 
C 
c 
600 0 
6001 
C 
c 
c 
WRITE 16.6001)CRIT,THRESH 
FORMAT!lll ,F12,7) 
FOHM(-tT{lH ,"Crit.erion ;:;',F12.7, ' ThrE~ ,:: hold .'!' ,I,)) 
C f~LL EX I T 
END 
SUBROUTINE MAGNITUDE(HIST,LVL,X) 
C ==== ===== ========= == 
C 
C Thi = ob 't ~ in s t he criterion funct.iun on whicll t.lle c l'lo ice 
~ o f Lh l" Cshold is based. 
C 
I NT EG ER ~iIST(O:255) ,LV L,T,G 
R E ~L ~,B,C,SUM,MSO,MS1,MUO,MU1,PO,rl 
A-24 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
REA L MU,X( O: 2 55) 
SU M ·~ O. 0 
DO G=O,LVL-l 
5UH=5UMtFLOAT(HIST(G» 
END [10 
C=O.O 
HU =O.O 
DO T=O,LVL-2 
t1 S0 =0.O 
MEl-O.O 
MUO=O.O 
MUl =O.O 
PO =O.O 
Pl =O.O 
A=' O 
B=O 
no G:::O,T 
PO - POtFLOAT(HIST(G»/SUM 
MSO=MSOtFLOAT(G*HIST(G»/SUM 
END DO 
IF (PO .GT. 0.0) THEN 
MUO=MSO / PO 
END IF 
DO G=O,T 
A=At(ABS{FLOAT{G)-MUO » *FLOAT(HI ST{G » 
END DO 
[1 0 G- T+l,LVL-l 
MSl =MSltFLOAT(G*HIST{G»/SUM 
END DO 
Fl =l .O - FO 
IF ( F' l .GT. 0.0) THEN 
MU1 =MS1 /Pl 
Ft-ID I F 
1) 0 G=Ttl.LVL-l 
B= B+ (ABS ( FLOAT(G)-MU1 » *FLOAT(HI ST( G» ) 
END DO 
X(T) = (A+B ) /SUM 
END DO 
liD G=O,LVL-l 
MU =MUtFLOAT(G*HIST(G»/SUM 
UID [10 
DO G=O,LVL - l 
C·Ct ( ABS{ FLOAT(G ) -MU » *FLOAT {HIST (G ) ) 
EN D DO 
X { LV L-l ) ~ C/SUM 
RETURN 
END 
SU BROUTINE THRESHOLD(X,LVL,CRIT,THRESH ) 
C ===== == == ===== ====== 
c 
C Th i s dete rm in es t he optimum thre s ho l d t o~ t ai n ed b~ 
I: nrifli mi s ing the ma~nitude of the diff e rence betwee n t h e 
C b i n a r ~ i ru a~e a nd ttle or i~i n al. 
c 
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INTEGER LVLrTHRES.~,T 
r:: EAL X(O:255) ,eRIT 
THr:;ESH~:O 
cr-:IT:::·X(O) 
IiQ T o~ l ,LV L ··1 
IF ( i:(T ) .LT. eR IT) THEN 
CiUT " XCT) 
THHESH ~ T 
EIHI If" 
END DO 
RETUR N 
E: ND 
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PLOTAB5.FOR 
c " = == ~ ~==~ = ==== = 
s Tr ~ ;·...; :" "'J!:1r' ,J l1r rJ::;es the data fil es cI'ealed b~ threshold 
C 5 ~ l eclio n programs such as LEVELAB5.FOR to draw th~ 
C c ,"iLQriun funclions on ttle VT100 screen. The resultin s 
\... hi. st,c ST"aIllS can be prirrted usin~ the DUMP SCREEN COfhl1rar,d . 
C NoLa t~\at the C-ITO H printer should be connected to the 
C tt l · ~rinal and selected.Only one of the VT100 terminal s 
C c an irlt.el'face t.o t.he r .. rinler.ln addiLion, a p lotfil ~ 
C called 'AB5CAL,LIS' is created. This can be plotted Or r 
C lhe CALC OMP plciLtcr usin~ the command 'PLOT nBSCAl.LIS·. 
C A ITl iJ } ;:i. r:IIJnr of 236 levels can be plotted. 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
,. 
c 
c 
c 
Writt e n 19/06/1987 
INTEGER lI.'L 
REAL NUMCOI235),MAX,NORMCOI255) 
OPEN CUNIT=l,NAME='HISTLEV,DAT') 
F:EAD C1,:t)LVL 
DPEN CUNIT - 2,NAME='RESAB5.DAT') 
I'll I=-O ,L\'L - l 
f':[ I\1' C 2,;;') NUM C I) 
[ IJD DO 
,_."._.c_ FI NDM ,~X C tlUM, MAX, LVL, NORM) 
c nLL DRAWDATCNDRM,MAX, LVL) 
CA LL DRAWCALCNORM ,MAX,LVL) 
C(,LL EXIT 
END 
SU BRO UTINE FINDMAXCNUM,MAX,LVL,NORM) 
C : ~ == ==== = ===~==== = 
.J r.ifl':! S the rrra:{ in, 'JITI value of t.he funct.io n l.o ..J llow lai.:- -el l rd t,)f l.he 
C ver't ical a:·:is. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
INTEGER LVL 
REAL NUM(O:255),MAX,NORM(O:25S) 
11I,X=O ,() 
DO I =O,LVL - l 
NDRMCI)-ABSCNUMCI)) 
IF CNORMCI) ,GT. MAX) THEN 
M(,X - NOr,M C I) 
EN D IF 
EN L' [10 
If'- CM(,X .n •. 0,0) THEN 
i',~X o- l. 0 
Ei-ID H -
":ICTLIf(N 
£: I-Il' 
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SIJ[lROiH I NE DRAWDAT C NORM, MAX, LVL ) 
c 
C Plots the ~raph on the VT100 screen. 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
INTEGER LVL 
REA L NORMCO:255),MAX 
REAL CX(258),CYC258),XINC,YINC 
XINC~FLOATCLV L)/16.0 
YI NC~O. UMAX 
DO 1=1,258 
CXCIl~O.O 
CY (l)=O.O 
EIHI DO 
CALL STARTPLOTC6,'TEK') 
CALL CLEAR_VT100 
CALL CLEAR_SCREEN 
CALL AXISCO.O,O.O,'THRESHOLD',-9,16.0,O.O,O.O,XINC) 
CALL AXISCO.O,O.O,'MAGNITUDE',9,10.0,90.0,O.O,YINC) 
DO I~O,LVL-l 
CXCItl)=FLOATCI) 
CYC Itl )~NORMC I) 
END DO 
CXCLVLtl)=O.O 
CXCLVLt2)=XINC 
CYCLVLtl)=O.O 
CYCLVLt2)~YINC 
CALL LINECCX,CY,LVL,l,O,O) 
CALL VT100 
CALL ENDPLOT 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAWCALCNORM,MAX,LVL) 
C Plots the ~.aph on the CALCOHP plotter Cor the [PSON) 
C 
c 
c 
INTEGER LVL 
REA L NORHCO:25S),HAX 
REAL CX(258),CYC258),XINC,YINC 
XINC~FLOAT CLVL)/ 16.0 
YlNC=O.U MA X 
[10 I~1,258 
CX CI)=O.O 
CY CIl=O.O 
END DO 
CALL STARTPLOTCS,'AB5CAL') 
CALL PLOTC1.0,1.0,-3) 
CALL AXISCO.O,O.O,'THRESHOLD',-9,16.0,O.O,O.O,XINC) 
CALL AXISCO.O,O.O,'HAGNITUDE',9,10.0,90.0,O.O,YINC) 
DO I=O , LVL-1 
CXClt 1)=FLOATCI) 
CYC Hi )=NORMC I) 
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END DO 
CX(LVLtl)=O .O 
CX(LVLt2)=XINC 
CY<LVL+l )=0.0 
Cy(LVLt2)=YINC 
CALL LI NE(CX,CY,LVL,l,O,O) 
CALL ENDF'LOT 
F:ETUF::N 
END 
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LEVELAB6.FOR 
. . . . :"_:'::! ' ~ ! ::: .. ~,~ .• ".::. thL' 1 a : ·~lnttJ:T; Cor !' ~ l d[_ .:.·_J ; ; !... ; ; r' t ~ ·~; i .·_· l·": '_~ . : ~ .1. ~ ·::\. .:. cc ; 
:..... :He heJd r·· l'tJ F·t;J ~ E.'d in ChaF''l.e r 3 . The (,'0 :- I'E:: l;:; Li or: he: ~ \"': e '~';' fJ :: .... 
L '.Jr ' :J.i:"I,-d. i ~: ,! : .. \..: ..! nd !...ile bllevt?l resulL. i. 'S ·':''',1 -.J 1 :.: <;'': \". '':' ·':: ~~-:..':' J ll 
C l~h ~ · i..:· <.:. h cl:"d::.,ThE' thl'eshold selected i s th~ t snc I,.: h::' ..:.' ; : ;~: .: ; : ~n; i ~~ :_' !;; 
(" 'Jj;:,;.' ; .. '~i·T'C' lo:!Licrj.i)n outp ut. file, 'F:E3{:B U . Df1T· 7 ~-: :' :" ':'-':':'''';'':''i' ,J f L' :' 
C r·l utLin:.:l LhE:' car l' elat.ion ver'sus t.h rE'!.ht.::!. ·..!. 
C 
C 
.-
W "i t.t:?n 22/08 / 1987 
INTE GE R ~i!3T(O:255),LVLJTHRESH 
REnL COR(O :~551.CCOR 
UP EN !UNl i " l ,NAM E=' HISTLE V. DAT '1 
,';EAr (ld.IL') L 
J f EN (UNIT~ 2,NAME~'HISTPLT.DAT·) 
L· n I ' C' , ~;J L - 'l 
", [{,[O (~, .t, ) HISH I I 
.. ' r' i : ;·J th e cUI'l";;.!la Lion function, CO::: 
i.. 
~ nLL CORR ELATEIHIST,LVL,COR) 
~F EN CUNI T· 3,NAME-'RESAB6.DAT') 
IdJ T '~· (,' ,LVL - l 
WRITE t3 ,6000ICOR(TI 
;~Nn DG 
~GRMA Ttlt~ ,F12.7 ) 
~ d ~:: ! ll~;(l!'i f/!1a:~. cO I"T'eltlLi on '- ',:'-12. :;' , 
'2t,L L E:C, T 
i:: i,( i.) 
E:ilBRUU T!NE CORRE LATE CHIST, lV L, CGR ) 
; :;;, ,' ...... :·! ll:ul ~l t ':'·.:. tile c OI'l"elat.i on r '.J n~ti~ ~ : I '::!1 3 t.:. :: :.:.: 
~: r ':' ~,~ : ; al uIPt.J L p ic ture to the thl"es h(Jld t· ~~ I · t::' ~ '..:l:". 
:i ~ TEGER .~! T(O:255),LVL,T,G 
i~ E AL SUM,P O:25 ~),MS O , MS1,MUOIMU1IPO,? 1 
, 1 :: .~ :. 
~l~(,L ~X,EX ,VX, EY( O:25 3) ,EY ~(O::~~~,I;Y ~0 : :=~ } E ! ' ( { 0 :2:~ ) 
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c 
L 
L 
i"\EA i... CUi,; '; C : 2 53;' 
3 uH~0 • . ~. 
;';0 G-' O ri....VL ·- l 
SUM~E U11·.FLGAT(HIST(G» 
:::..: G ",Q ,LI)L--l 
c" ( " ) -FLO,',,. (lH S T ( G) ) / SUM 
:=" HD DU 
0:,1, ' ,0.0 
~>:2'~') ' 0 
r:u T -:O ILr~JL. -·l 
~,{(T ):;· n. O 
E.Y :~T;·~· oJ.O 
:;~. ( T; 0. \) 
=::Xy( 'i ) c-O. O 
,':0:;":;") ··C .0 
~,!: v I'D 
EX=EXtFLOA T(G)*P(G) 
EX: ' EX2i FLOAT(G**2)*P(GI 
~ HD DO 
:':;': ··- E:<: ·· (r.:::(t-t2:' 
:'!iJ T :· O r Lt)!... ''' 2 
F'O~O .. O 
r' l==-t;:. O 
1150 :::: 0.0 
r~Sl-: 0.C' 
MUO =O.O 
NUl ~ O"J 
DC: l::-·OrT 
r: (, .; :-"04 j-:' (G) 
nSO:,-MSC, +G*P (G) 
:-; ::. .- ~ . • 'j -.• r: ,:: 
; : 1,; ~: 'i" 'li ;L~;L - l 
11 ;;': --n~ -::. ·j-G*-P (G) 
::::·i::' i:":.; 
. ,- (r'.; . ;':. ! . 0.0) THEN 
nuoc:-nS 0 /PO) 
.::1· ':f: :i. .GT. 0.0) THEN 
:;U 1 =tlS lIFl 
=:ND IF' 
~'(IT) - ~{( [)H1 UOI F IG) 
EY2(1) ~ EY 2 (T) + ( MUO**2)*P~ G ) 
Ex YI T) ' EX YCT)tMuo.rLGA TI GlfPIG I 
:.:. N i.i I: (j 
:)U ~ ,· j·;:!..,L)~ · - l 
[ ', I , ) " E '( IT It M U a F' C G ) 
~Y21;i · [f 2(T ) t C MU1**2 )' FI G) 
EXYIII"EX Y(T)tMU1*FLOATCG)'P(GI 
~:'Hl) :i ~j 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
i? CCVX*VYCT» .GT. 0.0) THEN 
CORC!)=(E XYCT)-EX*EYCT»/SQRTC UX*VYC T)) 
~HD IF 
i:.H lj DD 
f':ETU RN 
3~~~OUTIME THRESHOLDCCOR,LVL.CCOR,THRESI!) 
C ~~. =~= = ==~~~==== === == 
C 
L. ':hL; 'JcLernlines the optimulTI threshold, obL J ':' ~ ;'2d ~)._; 
C 1~;(3)~inji s inB t.he cOI'relation between the bi rI3T"'''': i il.a :.lt:: 
~~ .3fld the ~r i sinal. 
C 
!!~' I ' EGER LVL,THRESH,T 
~E~ L COR(O:25S),CCOR 
-;-;; '!i·~ESH=.-O 
::COF:~COR CO) 
DO T: i.LVL-i 
IF (COr\( TJ • GT. CCDR) THEN 
CCOR=CDF: C T) 
THRE SH ~ T 
E!-Hi IF 
=:!'i i: ItO 
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PLOTAB6.FOR 
~== - . = ~ = ~======== ~= 
~J 1"'; ) 1 ,.:; l ' : "03 1'a ;l1 L' 1' ea tes C(.ILCOMP plol-tel' ;~'lGLfil\:!' C:.:·:::;:.:·1f:6.~ _ ;.S 
C ~J~-;iri !': daLa l'E 6d in frolll files ' HISTL E!..).Dt.T' a.rfj ';:':;:: ~: I·~ B;~ .D(~ i' 
C ~·l··~at.eu b~ ' HIST. FOR ' and ' LE VELAB6.FO;:' , re·->F·~·;,,· L i · .·,,:J.;,;. 
C This r ... lo tf ile contains a plot of thE' cOT' rel atiorl1 :~: ) 1 ve~'-;'!j S 
... t :)r::.>sho ld l eve l, TtThis correlati on cl'lt.e;' i;:;11 is ·J~fl: : ·~ '~ if 1 
!... f l cLe~ b':! A.Brink (HtSe Baok 3) and i 5 calculate':.! L,":.:I L~ll: 
C t.h[' ~ sho lrjir;g F·ro9ralTl, 'LEVELAB6.F OR' , 
c 
c 
\: 
22 /08/ 1987 
~ I ~:i!:.':' ..; lj-:; e arral;t 
C 
c 
c 
c 
,. 
c, 
DO 1:::0,2'55 
C( 1)=0.0 
;~; 'iD no 
nFEH (UNIT - l .NAME='HISiLEV.DAT ') 
: :.~I~D (l, )}:) L VL 
~rEN (UNIT -2 ,NAME ='R ESAB6.DA T') 
DO I=O, L'JL -- l 
READ (2 .* ) C(I) 
: ND DO 
cn LL DR AWTEK( C.LVL) 
CAL L DRAWCAL(C.LVL) 
·:;'-,L L EXIT 
:rH' 
;.. ·:i~~. ·": - .lots cO f't'e l dtiorl criterion, C; 'I ·~!'·;·J::'; l~i:r·L· '-,;: . .il,j ::'so'.'e l , 7~ , 
C or1 ttl e VT··100 SC T' eefi. 
c 
I l,nEGEf\ LVL 
~:~ L C.CO :253),CX(258),CY(258),XINC, YINC 
:·:INC ~ Fl.QnT( LVL)/16.0 
'j'l NC=::O.l 
::'< ';1) :..:0 . 0 
C·({I) ~ ·G , O 
E!H : DO 
.;;·, :"'L DTt"t?-:T::' LO T C6, ' TEK') 
Ct:LL C:"'EHR_')T l0 0 
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,) L CLE1;R _SCREEN 
:,'1 L {l:-: IS(O.O,O.O, 'THRESHOLD' ,-9, 16 . 0,C'.0,~:·.·:·1:{ : :~ C;· 
~ L ~XI S( D.O.O.O . ·CORRELATION· .11. 10 .0. 90. 0 . 0 . Q,YINC I 
a I " O,L')L--1 
CX(It 1 )= FLOATII) 
~Y\ I+l) -=C (r) 
t::·;{i... :~:L+l ) :; 0.0 
i; I:(L~L+2)=XINC 
':': '\' (~:;L+l) '-0.0 
CYI L'JL+ 2)=Y INC 
CAL L LINE(CX,CY,LVL,l,O,O) 
CA LL VT100 
CA LL ENliPLOT 
r,:ETUF:N 
EHD 
a UDRUUr!i~E DRAWCAL{C,LVL) 
C • • •• z.== . =. ===== =. 
!~ 
: ... :'j, l ::.. r'ra!jt":C'E'J, a plot (.LIS) file for t.h~ ...::of'!' elgl .. ..:.wl i '.::- ! L~I'i;j 1 1 
~ vcr.u s threshDld level (EPSON plottR r' 
c 
~. , NcL c LhaL t h e coordinate arra~s, ex ar:d CY, dr~ '~ ~:i e : l~i0r:-;?d 
C :! t?lemen1..s larger than appears necessaf'':;l.Thc 5.C" e::i,..: ",: 
~ ::> i em8nts eOJl1 ... ain t.he initial ;.{ &: '::S valt...;t:!,,;>} d: ".d 1_ ! ·~.:,,' ~.: 
C lflcl'enlents.These IttUst be entere d e:·:f'lic· it.l~ wherl ( :.::~. : .. :::: ilin~ 
C tile SC(ILE S!Jb l' Dutine. 
" 
~: "' , ,""' 
INTEGEr.; L!) L 
;::;!.:tlL. [,::': ;::j3i ,CX{~58) ,CY{238 ; J:<Ii·(C; Y ... ~ t~C 
': InC=v . ':' 
.e·G ! ;:' ':' r 2:3 
CX( Il "0 .'~ 
= '(( I ) "0 • 0 
~;: HD DO 
~" luL"rlle for arra~ C 
Ct!L.L 3Ttlf:;-;PLOT(S, 'CORRAB6') 
C t~LL r=LOT(l.O,1.0,-3) 
':. :'1 i., L :~::.:;: E ( :; • ::.  , 0 • 0 , , T H RES H 0 L D • , - 9 , 1 :" •. ') , 0 • . :. , ;:. , ,:. , :'. r : i,:; ~ 
C ~~L ~XlS(O.O , O.O,'CORRELATION ' ,11,l O.Q ,90 .0, 0 . 0J ·· ! !·l C f 
~Z! Itll ~ FLOAT( I ) 
C,((I+l:' '' 'C(I) 
E!'~D DC; 
C): (i..,t.'L+ .t:- c·-c· + :~ 
CX{LVL+2)-:;XINC 
C', ( L 'J L'; 1 ) ',0 • 0 
C':'(LVL+2) ·~ YINC 
Cl~L L LI~I : (CX ,CY,LVL,l,O,O) 
~{,:;""L EiiD Pi..GT 
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'mOTONE.FOR 
PROGRAM THRE SHOLD 
C • • •••••• • • • - •• ==. 
C 
C Thi s p ro~r a m al low~ th o user ta c cnvel'l an image 
C into a birl a r~ im a ~e b~ 5pe cif~i n ~ in put and outpu t 
C files, ttlre s ll o l d, minimum g rey le ve l a nd maximunl 
C grew level.The optimum thre&tlold can be deternlined 
C b~ usin~ uLller pro~ram s , Guc h as LEVELEN T.FOR. 
C 
C 
C 
C Rewritten 04 / 08/1986 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGER SIZEIZI, I NPOINT , OUTPO INT,I SIZE 
INTEGER THLD,MIN,MAX 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR : ERRPAR.FOR' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR :FHTPAR.F OR' 
CALL RDIMAG( ' INPUT',FMT_SL,2,SIZE,NDIM,INPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL WRIMAGI ' OUTPUT',FHT _SL , SIZE, 2 , OU TP OIN T,I STATI 
MIN ' O 
CALL RDKEYII ' MINIHUM',.TRUE . • I,MIN,JUNK,ISTATI 
HAX = 255 
CALL RDKEYII 'M AXI MUM', .TRUE. ,1,MAX, J UNK,ISTATl 
THLD - ! 28 
CALL RDKEYI('LEVEL ' ,.TRUE. ,l ,TliLD , JUNK ,I STAT) 
I SIZ E-SIZEI!I*SIZEI21 
CALL CONTRASTIZVALCINPOINTI,ISIZE,THLD,MIN,MAX,ZVALIOUTPOINTIl 
CALL FRDATA I 'OUTPUT ' ,ISTATI 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONTRAST(IN , K, THLD,MIN,MAX , OUTI 
c =;= ==== === ~ = ~ = ; = ~ ~ = 
C 
C Co nv e r ts the in pu t im a~c to a binar~ ima~e. 
C 
C 
INTEGER K,INIKI,OUTIKI,THLD,MIN,MAX 
DO r " !,K 
IF (INI!) .LE. THLDI THHI 
GUT (II .MIN 
ELSE 
OU T(II <MAX 
END IF 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
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TESTBOX • FOR 
PROGRAM DRAW_SQUARE 
C •••••••••••••• • = • • • 
c 
C This pro tl ram p ro duce~ B .BDF picture file containin~ four 
C blocks , four points a nd a cross on contrastin~ back~rounds. 
C This lest pic Lure can be used in the evaluation of thresholdins 
C metllocls as follows!After redycin~ contras t and smoothing 
C the test ima ~ e and dJdin~ noise, a Ltlreshaldin~ procedure 
C can be 2Pplied.The 'difference l between the thresholded 
C resul t and ttle Qri~inal can be us ed as a measure of 
C '~oodness of method'. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Writ.te r, 
Modified 
01/09/1986 
03/10/1986 
INTEGER SIZE(2),OUTPOINT,LOW,HIGH 
INCLUDE 'STARDIRIFMTPAR.FDR' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIRIERRPA R.FO R' 
SIZEll)·128 
SIZE(2)·128 
CALL WRIMAGI 'O UTPUT',FMT_SL,SIZE,2 ,O UTPO INT,ISTAT) 
LOW · O 
CALL RDI\E'(J ( 'LOW',. TRUE., 1 , LOW, JUNK, ISTATI 
HIGH=255 
CALL RDKEYII 'HIGH', .TRUE. ,1,HIGH,JUNK,I5TAT) 
CALL SDUARE CLD W,HIGH,ZVALIOUT POI NT II 
CALL EX IT 
END 
SUBROUTINE SQUARE(LOW,HIGH,BOX) C·················· 
C 
C This draws th~ s~ u are and c ross reauired. 
C 
C 
C 
INTEGER LOW,HIGH,BDXC I28,128 ) 
DO J·l0128 
DO 1::1,1 28 
BO;(II,J ) ' LOW 
END DO 
END [to 
DO .J=16,33 
DO ! :: 16 , 35 
BOX(I,.I) · HIGH 
EN[t DO 
[to 1' 9201 11 
BOXII,J )·H IGH 
END DO 
END DO 
DO J=92,111 
DO 1=16,35 
BOXII,J) · HIGH 
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c 
c 
c 
END DO 
DO 1=92 ,111 
BOX(I,J)=HIGH 
END DO 
END DO 
DO 1=35,94 
BOX(I , 64)=HIGH 
END DO 
no J=35,94 
BOX(64.J)=HIGH 
END DO 
DOX(45,4,)=HIGH 
BOX(84,45)=HIGH 
BOX(45,B4)=HIGH 
BOX(B4,B4)=HIGH 
RETURN 
END 
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FOURFILT.FOR 
PROGRAM FOURFILT 
C ••••• z_ ••••••• • = 
C 
C FOURIER FILTER AN INPUT IMA GE WITH A GIVEN FILTER IMA GE 
C 
C 
LOGICAL RTFLAG, FTFLHG, FIFLAG 
CHARACTERI70 CHARBUF, CDELT i, CDE LT2, CRFIX2, CRVAL2 
INTEGER INPOINT, INSIZE( 2) , F;;,vllPO!NT, RAW~F'OINT J RAWSIZE(2), 
* OUTPOINT, DUTSIZ[(2), FILFOINT , FILSIZE 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:ERRPAR.FOR' 
INCLUDE 'S TARDIRIFMTPAR.FOR' 
CALL WRUSER ('ENTER INPUT IMAGE NAME',I~TAT) 
CALL RDIMAG ('IMAGEIN',FMT_R,2,INSIZE,NDIM,INPOINT,ISTAT) 
IF «ISTAT .NE. ERR_NORt1ALl .OR. (NDIM .NE. 2» THEN 
CALL WRERR ( ' BADIN') 
CALL EXIT 
ENDIF 
CA LL RDDSCR ('IMAGEIN', ' CDELT1',l,CDELT1,JUNK,ISTAT) 
IF (ISTAT .EO. ERR _DSCNPR) THEN 
CALL RDKEYR ( ' DX', .FAL5E.,1,DX ,JUm':::,ISTAT) 
ELSE 
CALL CTOR (CDELT1,DX , ISTAT) 
ENDIF 
CALL RDDSCR ('IMAGEIN','CDELTZ',l,CDELT2,JUNK,ISTAT) 
IF (ISTAT • EO. ERR _DSCNPR) THEN 
CALL RDKEYR ('DY',.FALSE.,l,DY,JUNK,ISTA T) 
ELSE 
CALL e TOR (CDELT2,DY,ISTAT) 
ENDIF 
WRITE (CHARBUF , '(33H X AND Y DIMENSIONS OF INPUT IMAGEI,215)') 
* IMBIZE 
CALL WRUSER (CHARBUF,ISTAT) . 
RAWSIZE(l) • IFIX(ALOG(F LOAT(IN5IZEI1») /ALO G(Z.O) + 0.999) 
RAWSIZE(2) • IFIX(ALOG(FLOAT II NSIZE (2»)/AL OG(2.0 ) + 0.999) 
CALL WRUSER (' ENTER TRANSFORM DIMENSIONS (2-M .2-N)',ISTAT) 
CALL RDKEYI ('M',.TRUE.,l,RAWSIZE(!),JUNIC,ISTATI 
CALL RDKEYI ('N', .TRUE. ,lo1a,WSIZE(2 ) ,JUNI" ISTAT) 
CA LL WRUSER ('DO YOU WANT RAW TRANSFORM IMAGE? IT/F)',ISTAT) 
RTFLAG • • FALSE. 
CALL RDKEY L ('RTFLAG',.TRUE.,l,RTFLAG,JUNK,ISTAT ) 
CALL WRUSER ('DO YOU WANT FILTERED TRANSFORM IMAGE' (T/F)', 
* ISTAT) 
* 
* 
* 
FTFLAG = .FALSE. 
CALL RDKEYL < I FTFLAG', • Tf.;UE. ,1, FTFLAG) JUNK, 1ST tiT ) 
CALL WRUSER ('DO YOU WANT FILTERED OUTPUT IMAGE? (T/F)' ,ISTAT ) 
FlFLAG • • TRUE. 
CALL RDKEYL ('FIFLAG',.TRUE •• 1,FIFLAG,JUN K,ISTAT) 
RAWSIZE(l) • 2 ** RAWSIZE(l) 
RAWSIIE(Z) = 2 .* RAWSIIE(2) 
CALL GETDYN ('RAW1' , FMT_R ,RAW SIZE(11IRAWSIZE(2),RAWIPOI NT,ISTAT ) 
CALL GETDYN ('RAW2' ,FMT _ F',RAWSIZE(2)*(Rf~WSlZE(1)+2) , RAW2POINT, 
CALL 
CALL 
DIJ = 
DV 
-
ISTAT) 
GETDATA (ZVAL(!NPOINT),INSIZE(1),INSIIE(21,ZVALIRAW1P OINT), 
RAWSIZE(l),RAWSIZ[(Z» 
FWD_TRANSFORM IZVALCRAW1POINT),RAWSIZEI1),RAWSIZE(Z), 
ZVAL(RAW2POINTI,RAWSIZE(Z),RAWSIZE(1)+2) 
1.0 / (OX, FLOAT(RAWSIZ[(ll») 
1.0 / (DY * FLOATIRAWSIZE(2») 
CAL L RDDSCR ( ' IMAGEIN ' , 'CRVAL2 ' ,l,CRVAL2, JUNK,ISTAT) 
IF (ISTAT .NE. ERR_DSCNPRI TH EN 
CALL RDDSCR ('IMAGEIN','CRPIX 2' ,l, CRPIX2,JUNK,ISTAT) 
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CALL CTOR ICRVAL2,RLAT·,ISTAT) 
CALL CTaI ICRPIX2,ILAT,ISTAT) 
TLAT • RLAT + FLOATIINSIZE(2) - ILAT) • Dr 
BLAT· RLAT - FLOATIILAT - !) , DV 
IF ITLAT'BLAT .GT. 0.0) THEN 
DU = DU / COSDIMINIABSITLAT),ABSIBLAT») 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF IRTFLAG) THEN 
OUTSIZEI!) • RAWSIZEI!) + 1 
OUTSIZE(2) • RAWSIZE(2) + 1 
CALL WRUSER I'ENTER RAW TRAN SFORM OUTPUT IMAGE NAME',ISTAT) 
CALL WRIMAG l' IMAGEOUT',FMT _R,OUTSIZE,2,OUTPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL PUTTRANS IZVALIRAW2POINT),RAWSIZEI2),RAWSIZEI!)t2, 
, ZVALIOUTPOINT) ,OUTSIZEI!) ,OUTSIZE(2) ,DU,DV) 
CALL FRDATA I'IMAGEOUT',ISTAT) 
CALL CNPAR I'IMAGEOUT',ISTAT) 
ENDIF 
IF IFTFLAG .OR. FIFLAG) THEN 
CALL WRUSER I'ENTER FILTER INPUT IMAGE NAME',ISTAT) 
CALL RDIMAG l'IMAGEFIL',FMT_R,j,FILSIZE,NDIMS,FILPOINT,ISTATI 
IF IIISTAT .NE. ERR .. NORMALI .OR. INDIMS .NE. 1» THEN 
CALL WRERR I'BADIN') 
.CALL EX IT 
ENDIF 
C!,LL RDDSCR l'IMAGEFIL','CDELTl',!,CfJELT!,JUNK,ISH,T) 
IF IISTAT .NE. ER R_ NORMAL) THEN 
CALL WRERR I'BADIN') 
CALL EX IT 
ENDIF 
CALL CTOR (CDELT1,DF,ISTAT ) 
CALL FILTER IX~AL(RAW2POINT),RAWSIZE(2),RAWSIZEII)+2,DU,DV, 
* I.VALIFILPOINT) , FILSIZE ,[lFI 
IF I FTFLAG) THEN 
OUTSI ZEI!) • RAWSIZEI!) t ! 
OUTSIZ E(2) = RAWSIZE(2) + 1 
CALL WRUSER I'EN TE R FILTERED TRANSFORM OUTPUT IMAGE NAME ' , 
* ISTAT) 
CALL WRIMAG l'IMAGEDUT',FMT_R,QUTSIZE,2,OUTPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL PUT TRANS IXVALIRAW2POINT),RAWSIZEI2),RAWSIZEI!)t2, 
* ;( v (,L ( 0 U T POI NT ) , 0 U T S I Z E I ! ) ,0 UT SIZE I 2 ) , DU , D V) 
CALL FRDATA ('IMAGEOUT',ISTAT) 
CALL CNPAR I'IMAGEOUT',ISTATI 
ENDIF 
IF IFIFU,GI THEN 
CALL REV _TRANSFORM (%V~L(RAW2POIN T),RAWSIZE(2),RAWSIZE(1)+2, 
, ZV ALlRAW!POINT) ,RAW SIZEI!I ,RAWSIZE(2» 
CALL WRUSER ('ENTER FILTERED OUTPUT IMAGE NAME',ISTAT) 
CALL WRIMAG l ' IMAGEOUT ' ,FHT _R ,IN SIZE ,2,OUTPOINT,I ST AT) 
CALL CYDSCR I' IMGElN', 'IMAGEOUT ' , ISTAT) 
CALL PUTDATA IZVAL(RAWIPOINT),RAWSIZEIl),RAWSIZEI2), 
, X')ALlOUTPOINT),IHSIZE(11,INSlZEI21) 
C(,LL Ff:DATA I' IMAGEOUT' ,ISTA T) 
ENIiI F 
ENDIF 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE GETDATA IARRAYI,MI,NI,ARRAVO,MO,NO) 
C • • ••••• ••••••• ~ = .~ 
C 
C PAD OUT DATA WITH INTE RPOL ATED VALUES AND MULTPLY 
C BY CHECKERBOARD OF t/-I'S TO SHIFT SPECTRUM 
A-39 
C 
C 
c 
REAL ARRAYI(MI,NI), ARRAYOIMO,NO), FIRST(2046), LA5T(2048), 
* SLOPE, INTERCEPT 
CHECKII,j) = FLOATIl - 2 * MODlItj,21) 
j = 1 
DO I = 1 , MI 
ARRAYOII,j) = CHECKII,jl * ARRAYI(I, jl 
FIRST III - ARRAYIII,j) 
ENDDO 
IF IMO .GT. MI) THEN 
INTERCEPT = ARRAYIIIM,j) 
SLOPE = IARRAYIll,j) - ARRAYI(IM , j»/FLOATIMO-MItl) 
DO I = HI t 1 , MO 
FIRSTII ) • INTERCEPT t SLOPE * .FLOATII-MI) 
ARRAYOII,j) = CHE CK(I,j) * FIRST I I) 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
DO J = 2 , NI - 1 
DO I = 1 , MI 
ARRAYOII,j) = CHECKII,j) * ARRAYI(I,j) 
ENDDO 
IF IMO .GT. MI) TH EN 
INTERCEPT = ARRAYIIIM,j) 
SLOPE = IARRAYII1,j) - ARRAYIIIM,j»/FLOATIMO-Mltl) 
DO I = HI t 1 , MO 
ARRAYOII,j) = CHECKII,j) * IINTERCEPT t SLOPE'FLOA TII-MII) 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
ENDDO 
j = NI 
DO I = 1 , HI 
ARRAYO(I,j) • CHECKII ,j ) • ARRAYII I,j) 
LAS T II) = ARRAYIII,j) 
END DO 
IF IHO .GT. MI) THEN 
INTERCEPT = ARRAYIIIM,j) 
SLOPE = IARRAYIIl,j) - ARRAYIIIM,J»/FLOATIMO-Mltl) 
DO I = MI t 1 , MO 
LASTII) = INTERCEPT t SLOPE. FLOATII7MI) 
ARRAYOII,j) = CHECK II ,j ) * FIRSTeI) 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
IF INO .GT. NIl THEN 
Dj = FLOATINO - NI t 1) 
DO j = NI t 1 , NO 
Y • FLOATIJ - NI) I OJ 
DO I = 1 , MO 
ARRAYOII,J) • CHECKII,j) * ILASTII)tIFIRSTII)-LAST(I»*Y) 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PUT TRANS IARRAYI,MI,NI,ARRAYO,MO,NO , DU,DV) 
C =================== 
C 
C OUTPUT MAGNITUDE OF TRANSFORM 
C 
CHARACTER*20 BUFFER 
REAL ARRAYIIMI,NI), ARRAYOIMO,NO), RE, 1M 
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C 
C 
CAL L ITue (MO/ 2+1 ,BUFFER, ISTAT) , 
CALL WRDSCR I'IMAGEOUT' , 'CRPIXI',BUFFER,I,ISTATI 
CALL ITOC INO/2tl,BUFFER,ISTATI 
CALL WRDSCR l'IMAGEOUT' , 'CRPIX2',BUFFER ,l,ISTATI 
CALL RTOC IO.O,BUFFER,ISTAT) 
CALL WRDser, I' IMA GE OUT', 'CRVAU' ,BUFFE R ,I, I5TATI 
CALL WRD5 CR l'IMAGEOUT','CRVAL2',BUFFER,l,ISTATI 
CALL RTO C IDU,BUFFER,I 5TAT) 
CALL WRDS CR l'IMAGEOUT','CDELT1',BUFFER,l,ISTAT) 
CA LL RT OC I DV,BUFFER,IS TAT I 
CALL WRDSCR l' IMAGEOUT ','CDELT2 ',BUFFER,l ,I5TATI 
DO J = 1 , NO - 1 
JJ NO t 1 -, .J 
DO I = 1 , MO/2 t 1 
RE ARRAYIIJ,II2-11 
1M = ARRAYIIJ,II21 
TEMP = SORTIREIRE + IMaIMI 
ARRAYOII ,J I = TEMP 
ARRAYOIMOtl-I,JJI TEMP 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
DO I 1, MO/2 t 1 
HE = ARRAYIll,I*2-11 
1M = ARRAYIIl,I*21 
TEMP = SORTIREIRE t IMaIMI 
ARRAYOII,NOI = TEMP 
ARRAYOIMOtl - I,11 = TEMP 
ENDD O 
RETU RN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PUT DA TA IARRAYI,MI,NI,ARRAYO,MO,NOI 
C WRITE OU T DATA WITHOUT INTERPOLATED GUARD BAHD AND 
C CHE CKE RBOARD EFFECT 
C 
C 
C 
REAL ARRAYIIMI,NI), ARRAYO I MQ , NOI 
CHECKII,J I FLOATI! - 2 • MODlltJ,211 
DO J = 1 , NO 
DO I = 1 , MO 
ARRA YOII,JI CHECKII, J I' ARRAYI I I,JI 
ENDDO 
EN DDO 
f:ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FWD_H<ANSFO RM lAIN, MI, HI, AOUT , MO, NO) 
C ======================. = 
C 
C PERFORM 2D FOURIER TRANSFORM ON REAL DATA TO PRODUCE 
C HALF THE HERMITIAN RESULT 
C 
C 
CHARACTERI70 CHARBUF 
INTE GER RWPOIHT, IWPOINT, IBRPOINT 
REAL AINIMI,NI), ADUTIMO,NOI 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:FMTPAR . FOR' 
CAL L GETDYN I'RW',FMT_R , Mltl , RWPDIHT , ISTATI 
CALL GETDYN l'IW',FMT_R,MItl, IW POINT ,I STAT) 
CALL GETDYN I'IBR',FMT_SL,MI,IBRPDINT,ISTATI 
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CALL SETUP CZVALCRWPOINT),ZVALCIWPOINT),ZVALCIBRPOINT),MI,-l . O) 
CONST = 2.0 * SQRTCFLOATCMI)) * SORTCFLOATCNI)) 
DO J = 1 , NI/ 2 
CALL FFT CAIN(1,2*J-l),AINCl,ZIJ),ZVALCRWPOINT),ZVALCIWPOINT), 
* ZVALCIBRPOINT) ,MIl 
I = 1 
AOUTC2*J-l,2*I-l) = Z.O * AINCI,2*J -l ) I CONST 
AOUTC2*J - l,2*I) = 0.0 
AOUTC2*J,2*I-l) = 2.0 * AINCI,2*J) I CONST 
AOUTC2*J,2*1) = 0.0 
DO I = 2 , MI/2 t 1 
AOUTC2*J-l,2*I-l) 
AOLIT C 2*J-l, 2*1) 
= CAINCI,2*J-l) t AINCMIt2-I.2*J-l))/CONST 
CAINCI,2*J) - AINCMIt2-I,2*J)) I CONST 
= CAINCI.2*J) t AINCMIt2-I,ZIJ)) I CONST 
CAINCI,2*J-l) - AINCMlt2-I,2*J - l)) I CONST AOUT(2*J,2*I) = -
ENDDO 
WRITE CC HARBUF.'(5H ROW ,I4,12H n(ANSFor(MED) ') J 
CALL WRUSER (CHARBUF,ISTAT) 
ENI'DO 
CALL FRDA TA C'RW',ISTAT) 
CALL FRDATA C'IW',ISTAT) 
CALL FRDATA C'IBR'.ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN ('RW',FMT_R,Nltl.RWPOINT.ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN C'IW',FMT_R,Nltl.IWPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN C'IBR',FMT_SL.NI,IBRPOINT , ISTAT) 
CALL SETUP IZVALCRWPOINT).ZVALCIWPOINT),ZVALCIBRPOINT).NI.-l.0) 
DO J 1, NO/2 
CALL FFT CAOUTCl.2*J -l),ADUTCl,2* J) ,ZVALCRWPOINT), 
* ZVAU IWPOINT ) . ZUAU IIRPOINT) • NIl 
WRITE ICHARBUF,'IBH COLUMN .I4,12H TRANSFORMED)') J 
CALL WRUSER ICHARBUF,ISTAT) 
ENDDO 
CALL FRDATA ('RW',ISTAT) 
CALL FRDATA C'IW',ISTAT) 
CALL FRDATA C'IBR',ISTAT) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REV_TRANSFORM lAIN, MI, NI, AOUT. MO, NO) 
C ================= == ===== 
C 
C PERFORM 2D FOURIER TRANSFORM ON HALF A HERMITIAN FUNCTION 
C TO PRODUCE REAL RESULT 
C 
C 
CHARACTER*70 CHARBUF 
INTEGER RWPOINT, IWPOINT, IBRPOINT 
REAL AINIM!.NI). AOUTIMO,NO) 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:FMTPAR ,F OR' 
CALL GETDYN I'RW',FMT_H,NOtl,RWPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN I 'IW' ,FMT _R.NOtl..IWPOINT.ISTATI 
CALL GETDYN I'IBR',FMT_SL,NO.IBRPDINT.ISTATI 
CALL SETUP CZVALIRWPOINT),ZUALCIWPOINT),ZUALIIBRPOINT) ,NO,l. O) 
DO J = 1 , NI/2 
CALL FFT CAINll.2IJ-l).AINI1.2*JI.ZUALIRWPOINT).ZUALIIWPOINT). 
* ZV!,LCIBRPOINT).Mli 
WRITE (CHARBUF.'IBH COLUMN .I4.2 0H REVERSE TRANSFORMED)') J 
CALL WRUSER ICHARBUF,ISTAT) 
ENIlIiO 
CALL FRDATA I'RW ', I STAT) 
CALL FRDATA I' IW' olSTAT) 
CALL FRIlATA C'IBH'.ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN C'RW '.F MT_R.MOtl,RWPOINT.ISTAT) 
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CALL GETDYN l'IW',FMT_R,MOtl,IWPoINT,ISTAT) 
CALL GETDYN l'IBR',FMT_SL,Mo,IBRPoINT,ISTAT) 
CALL SETUP IZVALCRWPoINT),ZVALCIWPoINT),ZVALIIBRPoINT),Mo,l,O) 
CoNST • SQRTIFLoATIMo» I SQRTIFLoATINo)1 
DO J = 1 , NO/2 
I • 1 
AoUTII,2IJ-l) • IAINC2*J-l,2II-l) - AINI2IJ,2*II) / CoNST 
AOUTII,2IJ) • IAINC2IJ-l,2II) t AINIZIJ,2II-l) / CoNST 
DO I • 2 , "0/2 t 1 
AOUTII,2IJ-l) • CAINC2*J-l,2II-I) - AINC2IJ,2.I) / CONST 
AOUTII,2IJ) • IAINI2IJ-l,2II) t AINI2IJ,2II-l» / CoNST 
AoUTIMot2-I,2IJ-l) • IAINI2IJ-l,2II-l) t AINC2IJ,2II»/CoNST 
AoUTIMot2-I,2*J) = IAINI2IJ,2II-l) - AINI2IJ-l,2II») / CoNST 
END DO 
CALL FFT IAoUTll,2IJ-l),AoUTll,2IJ),ZVALIRWPoINT), 
I ZVALIIWPoINT),ZVALIIBRPOINT),Mo) 
WRITE ICHARBUF,'15H ROW ,I4,20H REVERSE TRANSFORMED)') J 
CALL WRUSER ICHARBUF,ISTAT) 
ENDDo 
CALL FRDATA I'RW',ISTAT) 
CALL FRDATA I'IW',ISTATI 
CALL FRDATA I 'IBF:' ,ISTATl 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FILTER ITRNSFRM,MT,NT,DU,DV,FILT,MF.DF) 
C •••••••••••••••• • 
C 
c 
REAL TRNSFRMIMT,NT), FILTIMF) 
DO J ~ 1 , NT - 1 , 2 
U • FLOATIINT-J)/2) * DU 
U U * U 
V = FLDATIMT/2) * DV 
V • V * V 
KF • NINTISORTIU t VI/OF) t 1 
KF • . MINIKF,MF) 
F = FILlEt,F) 
TRNSFRM(l,J) = TRNSFRMC1,J) I F 
TRNSFRMll,Jtl) • TRNSFRMll,Jtl) * F 
IIO I = 1 , MT 12 
II • MT /2 t I 
III • MT/2 t 2 - J 
V • FLoATII-l) * DV 
V = V * V 
KF • NINTISORTIU t VI/DF) t 1 
KF • MINIKF,MF) 
F = FILTlKF) 
TRHSFRMIII,J) • TRNSFRMIII,J) * F 
TRNSFRMIII,Jtl) • TRNSFRMIII,Jtl) I F 
IF II ,NE, I) THEN 
TRNSFRMCIII,J) = TRNSFRMCIII,J) * F 
TRNSFRMIIII,Jtl) • TRNSFRMIIII,Jtl) * F 
ENIr IF 
ENDDO 
ENDDo 
RETURN 
END 
INTEGER FUNCTION BIT_REVERSE III 
C ••••• = •• = ••••• = ••••••• = •••• ~ 
C 
COMMON /CFFT/ NU 
c 
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K 0 0 
IT = I 
DO L = 1 • NU 
II o IT /2 
K = K*2+ ( IT-2*II ) 
IT = I I 
ENDDO 
~ILREVERSE I( 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SETUP IRW.IW.IBR.N.SIGN) 
C ================ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
10 
INTEGER IBR(N). B_R. BIT_REVERSE 
REAL RWI*) .IWI*) 
COMMON /CFFT/ NU 
NU = 0 
WHILE (2**NU) <> N DO 
IF 12**NU .EG. N) GO TO 20 
NU = NU + 1 
GO TO 10 
DID WHILE 
20 RN = FLOATIN) 
liD K = 0 • N/ 4 
COSINE 0 COSI6.2B3185*FLOATIK)/RN) 
RW I K + 1) COSINE 
RW ( N / 2 - K + 1) - COSINE 
RW IN / 2 + K + 1 ) -COSIN E 
RW (N - K + 1) = COSINE 
IW (N / 4 - K + 1) 
IW IN / 4 + K + 1) 
IW IN * 3 / 4 - 1\ t 
IW IN 
* 
3 / 4 t K + 
ENliDO 
DO K = 0 • N - 1 
B_R = BIT_REVERSE IK) 
IBRIK + 1) = B_R 
IF IB_R .LT. K) THEN 
COSINE 
CO SINE 
1) 
-COSINE 
1) 
-COSINE 
TR - RWIKtl) 
TI IWIK+1) 
RW ( K t 1 ) RW (B _R t 1 ) 
IW I K t 1) = IW IB_R t 1) 
RW (B_R + 1) • TR 
IW(E! _R+l) ::: TI 
ENBIF 
ENDliO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FFT IR.I.RW.IW.IBR.N) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
·C ========= ===== 
C 
C 
INTEGER IBR(N). B_R. COMP 
REAL RI*). 11*) .RWI* ) . IWI* ) 
COMMON /CFFT / NU 
N_SKIP = 1 
LSKIP = N 
lIO COMP = 1 • NU 
M_SKIP = K_SKIP / 2 
NW = 1 
DO I_SKIP = 1 • N_SKIP 
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SIGN 
SIGN 
SIGN 
SIGN 
COSINE . RW ( NW) 
SINE • IW (NW) 
NW • NW t 2 
DO I_SAM' (I _SKIP - 1) * K_SKIP + 1 , 
* (LSKIP - 1) * K_ SKIP + M_SKIP 
J_SAM • I _S AM t M_ SKIP 
TR • R (J_SAM) * COSINE - I (J_SAM ) * SINE 
TI • R (J_SAM) * SINE t I (J_SAM) * COSINE 
R (J_.SAM) • R (LSAM) - TR 
I (J_SAM) I (LSAM) - Tl 
R (I_SAM) • R (I _SAM) + TR 
I (I_SAM) • I (I_SAM) + TI 
ENDDO 
ENDDO 
K-SKIP • M_SKIP 
N_SKIP N_SKIP * 2 
END [IO 
DO K • 0 , N - 1 
B_R • IBR(Ktl) 
IF (K .LT. I'_R) THEN 
TR R(Ktl) 
TI • I (K + 1) 
R(KtU R(B_R+U 
I (K t 1) .. I (B_R t 1) 
R (B_R t 1) • TR 
I (B_R + 1) • TI 
ENDIF 
ENDDD 
RETURN 
END 
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CHINHAT.FOR 
PROGRAM GEr~ERATE_FILTER 
C : :::::.:::::_ : _ • • =::: : : 
C 
C Thi s :3\O'rl€'l'at.es a 'chinese h a t ' filter prof ile fIJI' use 
C on t.est. Foictures.lt i s an apPT'o::i mation of the t':fF'e of 
C s~oo lhin~ caused b':f a rea l ca me ra aperture. 
C The prograRI is based on pro~ram SHA RP. FOR on STARLINK . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Wf'it.ten 02/10/1986 
CHARACTER*70 CHARBUF 
INTE GER SI ZE ,FI LTPO IHT 
REAL CUTOFF,DR 
INCLUDE 'S TARD IR:ERRP AR . FOR ' 
INCLUDE 'S TARDI R:FMTPAR . FOR' 
51Z£=256 
CI,LL WRIMAG( 'FILT ER' , FMT _R,SIZE,I,FILTPOINT,ISTAT) 
CUT OFF:0 .5 
CALL RDKEYR ('C UTOFF',.TRUE.,I,CUTOFF , JUNK,ISTAT) 
DR -O,5/FLOAT(SIZE-2 ) 
CALL RTOC( DR,CHA RBUF,ISTAT) 
CALL WRD SCR( ' FILTER', ' C[O ELTl' , CHARB UF,I,ISTATl 
CA LL GENERATE(ZUALCFILTPOINT),SIZE,DR,CUTOFF) 
CALL FR[OATA('FILTER',ISTAT) 
CALL EXIT 
EIUI 
SUBROUTINE GENERATE( FILTER,BIZE,[OR,C UTOFF ) 
C •• :_.: • •• : • •• _:: : - . 
C 
C This generat es Lhe filt e r ~rofile 
C 
C 
INTE GEF: S I ZE 
REAL CUTOFF,DR,FILTERCSIZEI 
REA L A,BoC 
DATA PI/3.1 415 931 
~,:CUTOFF 12 
[00 I:l ,B IZE 
B=O.O 
C=O,O 
IF ( DR*FLOAT<I-l) .LE. CUTOFF) THEN 
B:2*ACOS(DR*FL OA1(I-l)/CUTOFF) 
C-CDR I FLOAT(I-II /A) 'SORT(1.0-([OR'FLOAT(I -1 )/C UTOFFI'*2) 
FILTER(I) : (B-CI/PI 
ELS E 
FILTErnI) · O.O 
END I F 
END DO 
RETUR N 
END 
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ROUNDOFF.FOR 
PROGRAM ROUND_IMAGE 
C == == ======= == == == == 
C 
C This pro~"aru can be used to round-off REAL ~re~-leyel 
C images to INTEGER ones. Digital gre~-level lookup table~ 
C only displa~ INTEGER iffiag~s, thus aulomatic a ll~ rounding 
C off REAL orles ,H owever, it is u s eful to perform this 
C rounding sepel'alely in order to obtain the correct 
C results with ,e.g.,STATS. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Writt~n 02/10/1986 
. INTEGER INPOINT,OUTPOINT.SIZE ( 2) 
INCLUDE · STARDIR;FMTPAR.FOR ' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:ERRPAR.FOR' 
CALL RDIMAG('INPUT'.FMT _R.2 . SIZE.NDIM.INPOINT. ISTAT ) 
CALL WRIMAG('OUTPUT ' .FMT_SL. SIZE.2.0UTPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL REAL_TO_INT(ZVAL(INPOINT).SIZE.XVALIOUTPOINT) 
CALL EXIT 
END 
C === ====== ==== ==== ==== = 
C 
C This convert s the REAL iffia~e to an INTEGER image. 
C 
C 
INTEGER 5Z(2),QUT(SZ<1 ) ,SZ{2») 
REAL IN(SZ(l),SZ(Zi ) 
DO J ~ l JS Z(2) 
DO I =l.SZ(l) 
OUT(I.J) =NINT(IN ( I.Ji) 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
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NOISE.FOR 
PROGRAM GAUSSIAN_NOISE 
C ~======.========.===== 
C 
C This pro~raffi converts t~IO urliforffil~ distr ibuted random 
C rlumbers ce nerated by the FORT RAN 'RAN()' function into 
C normall y distributed r a ndom nUffiber~.As 's eed ' for the 
C RAN() fWlction, the currerlt tinl c is used.ThE:- T'esultins 
C nURlbers are rounded to inlegers for use on ~rey-scale 
C i~ages as Gau ssia n noise of known mean and standar~ 
C deviation.The standard deviation i s u se r-selected with 
C a default of 1.T he nlean is zero, but can be scaled usin~ 
C 'CADD' on Starlink.A 'noise-image' file of size 128 X 128 
C F'i:·:els is created. Thi s carl be adde.\rj tto 1111ages of the sanle 
C dimensions u5in~ 'ADD'. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Written 09/09/1986 
Mod ifi ed 16/09/1986 
INTEGER SEED.SIZE(2).SZ.OUTPOINT.SD 
REA L RNUM(128.128) 
INCLUDE 'SlARDIR:FMTPAR.FOR' 
INCLUDE 'STARDIR:ERRPAR.FOR' 
C Set the size of the output im a~ e 
C 
C 
SIZE(1)=128 
SIZE(2)=128 
C Write output imase file 
C 
CALL WRIMAG( ' OUTPUT',FHT _S L,SIZE,2,OUTPOINT,ISTAT) 
C 
C Set standard deviation 
C 
5[1 =1 
C~LL RDKE YI< 'SDEV' t .TRUE. ,1, S[I,JUNK ,ISTAT ) 
C 
C Generat e the '.:. eed 
C 
CALL GENEr,ATE (S EED) 
C 
C Gerrerate the unifornr " a ndom numbers 
C 
CALL UNIFORM(RNUM.SEED) 
C 
C Genel'all1 the Ga uss ia n r~ndom inleders ! write to output 
C 
CALL GAUSS(RNUM,SD,ZVAL(OUTPOINT») 
C 
C Exit to s ~steffi 
C 
C 
C 
C~LL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE GENERATEISEED) 
C == ••• • =.= = •••• == •• -
C 
C This rOIJt..irre !j ene,·a t.0 ~ ~ r ol ndon. '-3eed' for · t he FORTRAN furretion 
C RAN() bas ed on current time.The sub ro uline itself is based on an 
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C inte~er function, FUNCTION SEED, by J.L.Jonas of tile Department 
C of PhYsics and Eleclrorlics, Rhodes University , 
C 
c 
C 
C 
INTEGER SEED,IH,IM,IS 
CHARACTER*10 T 
CALL II ME (Tl 
READ (T,'(I 2, lX,I 2,lX , I2)')IH , IM,IS 
SEED'(IHll0000+IM*100+ISI12+1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE UNIFORM(RNUM,SEEDI C·················· 
C 
C This routine ~eneraLes uniformly distribut ed random nutllbers 
C between 0 and 1 using the RAN( ) function. 
C 
c 
c 
c 
INTEGER SEED 
REA L RNUM(128,1281 
DO J;: 1,12B 
DO 1=--1 ,128 
RNUMtI,jl " RAN(SEEDI 
END ItO 
END DO 
RE TUR N 
END 
SU BROUTINE GAUSS(RNUM,SD,GROUTI 
C ••••••••••••••• -
C 
C This rou t ine COflvef't.s t he IJnifarl1liy dlst.riblJted I'dndOlt1 nlJnrbers 
C previousl~ Serl e rated inlo r,or~al1Y distributed rando~ intesers 
C suitabl e for a n im age file . The method used is described in 
C ' Handbo ok of Mathematical Functions' , 1964, Ed. M.Abramowilz & 
C I .A.Ste~un.The noise has standard devialion 3D. 
C 
C 
INTEGER GROUT(128,1281,SD 
REAL RNUM(128,128),GNUM(128,J.2al,,~ 
DATA PI/3.14159 / 
C Check that n o odd--nIJlilb c I' ed e l eult:!r ll is .::el'Q 
C 
c 
no J= 1,1 28 
ItO 1=1,64 
IF (RNUM(2II-l ,j) . ED. 0.01 THEN 
RNUM(2II-l,jl·I.0 
ENIt IF 
DID DO 
ENIt DO 
C Create Gaussian noise 
C 
A"O.O 
ItO J=1 ,12B 
DO 1. 1,601 
A' SQRT(-2ILOG(RNUM(2'I-l , jl)1 
GNUM(2II -l ,jl 'AICOS(2* PIIRNUM (2*I,jl) 
GNUM(2II,jl'AISIN(2IPIIRNUM(2II,J)1 
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c 
END DO 
END DO 
C Scale to correct s .d. a nd convert to integer 
C 
DO j =1.128 
DO 1=1,128 
GROUT(I ,j )= NINT(SD*GNUM( I, j) 
END DO 
END DO 
RETURN 
END 
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SNR . FOR 
PRaGR~M SIGNAL_TO_NOISE 
C ~=~ = ~=~: ~~= ~ ~ ====:= ~ ... -
C 
C F"ro J ram cr~ J tcd 07/12/1926 Lc d~t~r~lin~ tile si~n~l-to-noise 
C ratio for t c~ t iCl a s~~ c:' e a tc ~ bw TESTBGX.FGR 2f~d NOISE.FOR. 
,C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
REt1L. SHF; 
INCLUDE ·STARDIR :FMTPAR.FOR' 
INCLU DE I STARDIR:ERRPAR.FGR' 
C:"-ILL RDI I~ j~r G (' HiT"UT2' , FMT _2L. J2, SI ZE 2 , NDIM , IN PG INT2 , I STAi) 
CALL RATIO':;'; :;-;tL(INPOINT1) ,i: ~i;l! . (iNPOINi 2} ,SIZE1,SNR) 
WRITE ( 6 , 6000)SNR 
6000 FORMAT(lH , /Si~na l -to-Noise Ratio = ' ,FS.4) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
END 
INTEGER SZ(2) , IN1(SZ(1) ,SZ (2»,IN 2( SZ(1),3Z( 2) 
REAL NSUM,S3UM , 3NR 
3SU~1:-:0 , 0 
NSUM"'O.O 
DU ~:::1,SZ\2i 
DO 1 =1,3Z(1) 
S5U M=S 3UM+FLGAT (IN l (!,J) '*2) 
1~SUM= NSUM+FLOAT(IN2{ItJ)t*2) 
END DO 
NR ~- 10. 0*LOG10(N S UM;SSt;M~ 
EiURN 
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XCORPIC.FOR 
PR OGRAM CROSS _C ORR_TEST 
C -_ ••••• - • • •• _-_ ••••• • _-
C 
C This prO~ "affi is desi ~ ned for us e with ~,e te st picture 
C senerated b~ tile program TESTBDX.FOR.After the test 
C image has been reduced in contrast, smoothed and had 
C noise added to it, the various thresholding methods are 
C applied to it.The result of t;'reshDldin~ Sllould ideal1~ 
C return the origin a l image .It is reasonable, therefore, 
C to assume that a metho d carl be evalu a ted on the basis 
C 'how close it cornes l to reproducing the original binarw 
C image.To measut'e Lili s 'saodness', a CI'OSS c orrelation 
C furlctiorl i s lJ5ed.Th& (:o T'relalion betweerl the orig in al 
C and final iffia ~ es is fOUfld.Further information can b~ 
C found in notes b~ A.Brink, M.Se Book 3, Date 04/10/1986 
C ?P 216 - 220. 
C 
C 
C WriLten 06/10/1986 
C 
C 
c 
c 
INTEGER AINPOINT,BINPOINT,ASIZ(2),BSIZI2) 
RE,~L CORR 
INCLUDE 'STARDIRlFMTPAR,FOR' 
INC LUDE 'S TARDIR:ERRPAR.FOR ' 
CAL L RDIMAGI ' INPUT1',FMT_SL,2,ASIZ,NDIM,AINPOINT,ISTAT) 
CALL RDIMAGI'INPUT2',FMT_SL,2,BSIZ,NDIM,BINPOINT,ISTAT) 
C Note that ASIZ and BSI1 should be e~u3lt 
C 
CALL CORRE LATEIZVALIAINPOINT),ZVALIBINPOINT),ASIZ,CORR) 
C 
C Write the cOI'relation coefficient Lo screerl. 
C 
WRITE 16,6000)CORR 
C 
6000 FORMAT(lH ,'*** Co rrelation coeFficient 
C 
CALL EX IT 
END 
SUBROUTINE CORRELATECAIN,BIN,SZ,CORR) 
C ••••• _.= ••• =.= ••••• -
e 
c Th is c~ l cu l a l es the cOI'r e l d li on coefficient far LI,e two 
C given images. The val ue will lie between -1 and +1, ~itll 
C 0 indicati rl ~ no correl d lio n. 
C 
C 
INTEGE R SZ( 2),AINCSZ ( 1 ) ,8Z(2»,BIN(SZ(1 ), SZ(2» 
REAL CORR,EX,EX2,EY,EY2,EXY,VX,VY,PRO B 
PRO B- 1.0/ IS Z(1)* SZI2 » 
EX =O.O 
EX2·0.0 
EY-O. O 
EY2= O.O 
EX Y·O .O 
CDF:R- O.O 
DO J·1,SZ(2) 
DO I ::; 1,5Z(1) 
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EX=EXtCAINCI.J).PROB ) 
EX2 =EX2+CCAINCI.J)**21IPROB) 
EY=EY+CBINCI.J)IPROB) 
EY2=EY 2+CCBINII.J)**2)IPROB) 
EXY=EXY+CAINCI,J)'BINCI.JI.PROB) 
EN[' DO 
END DO 
VX =EX2- C [X**2) 
VY=EY2-CEYU2) 
IF (VXIVY .GT. 0 . 01 THEN 
CORR=CEXY-EXIEY)/SQRTCVXIVY ) 
END IF 
\,ETURN 
END 
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APPE NDIX B 
DEC VAX 11 /730 RHF OPERATING PROCEDURE 
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DEC VAX 111730 RHF OPERATING PROCEDURE 
----
The version of RMF used has been modified for use with the DEC VAX 
111730 (VAX) by Mr J .L. Jonas of the Department of Physics and 
Electronics at Rhodes University. The following steps serve as a 
brief guide to using this program to send image data files from an IBM 
PC microcooputer to the VAX. 
(1) Insert the disk containing RMF into drive "A" and the disk 
containing the image file, "JUNK.PIC", created by VAR6BIT.BAS, 
into drive "B" of the IBM PC. 
(2) Disk drive "A" should be the logged drive (the prompt "A>" should 
appear) • If this is not the case, type "A:" and press <Return>. 
(3) Type "RMF" and press <Return>. RMF guides the user through all 
operations. For a list of available commands, press <7>. These 
commands are listed here: 
B - Set Baud rate 
D - Toggle full/half Duplex setting 
F - Directory of files on local disk 
K - Define a function key 
R - Receive files from connected system 
S - Send files to connected system 
T - Terminal mode 
V - Save current program configuration 
Q - Quit and return to DOS. 
In any of these modes, press <CtrD and <\> simultaneously to return 
to the main menu or to abort any prompt. 
(4) Press <T> to enter terminal mode. The IBM PC will function as a 
VAX computer terminal. 
Username and Password. 
Log in as usual by entering the required 
(5) Press <CtrD and <\> to return to the main menu. The IBM PC will 
remain logged into the VAX. 
(6) Press <s> to send the image file to the VAX. The user is 
required 
(BIT)" • 
to enter "Micro file name", trV AX file name" and "Type 
In this case the micro file name is "B:JUNK.PIC" and the 
VAX file name can be any desired name appended by ".PIC". "Type" 
should be specified as binary by pressing <B>. Press <Return> 
after each response. File transfer commences immediately after 
the last response and all errors are reported on the screen. 
(7) When file transfer is completed, the user is returned to the main 
menu. If another image file is to be transferred, insert the 
disk containing the file into drive "B" and repeat step (6). 
When all required files have been transferred, re-enter terminal 
mode and log out of the VAX in the usual fashion. Return to the 
main menu and press <Q> to return to IBM PC DOS. 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTATION FORMULAE FOR THE MAXIMUM 
CORRELATION METHOD 
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COMPUTATION FORMULAE FOR THE MAXIMUM CORRELATION METHOD 
The process of calculating the correlation between the original and 
bilevel images using the equations of Chapter 3.3.2 is very slow. If 
the grey-level histograms are used instead of the actual images, these 
calculations can be performed much more quickly. The co,rrelation criterion 
is again given by 
where now 
Ey(T) = 
Exy(T) 
and 
where 
Exx = 
Eyy(T) 
= Exy (T) - ExEy (T) 
";VXVy (T) , 
n 
1: 
g=O 
T 
1: 
g=O 
T 
I1J(T)p g + 
n 
1: \11(T)p g g=T+1 
n 
= 1: 9 \10 (T) Pg + 1: 9 \1 1 (T) Pg g=O g=T+1 
n 
1: 9 2 Pg g=O 
T 2 n 2 
= 1: \10 (T) Pg + L \1 1 (T) Pg g=O g=T+1 
(C. 1) 
(C.2.1) 
(C .2.2) 
(C. 2.3 ) 
(C.3.1) 
(C.3.2) 
where Pg are the grey-level probabilities (3.1) and \10 (T) and \1 1 (T) 
are the below- and above-threshold means of the histogram. It is not 
immediately apparent that these computational formulae are equivalent 
to the equations presented in Chapter 3.3.2. Equivalence can be 
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shown as follows: 
Cons ider an arbitrary Ie x I matrix (image) xij ' where xij e: Z, 
xij ~O (Z is the set of all integers). If we take the sum of all 
elements xij ' we obtain 
Ie I 
L L 
i= 1 j= 1 = O.fO + 1.fl + 2.f2 + .. • + n.fn, n e: Z,n~O 
where fr represents the number of times the integer r occurs, i.e. 
its frequency. Hence 
1 
= "R 
Ie I 
L L 
i= 1 j= 1 
(C.4) 
1 
= "R (0. f 0 + 1. f 1 + 2. f 2 + .•. + n. f n)' n & Z, n ~ 0 
1 n 
= N L 9fg 
g=O 
= 
n 
L 
g=O 9 Pg 
where Pg is the probability of the grey-level ( integer) 9 occurring, given 
by equation (3.1). 
Simi larly 
Ie I 
Ey(T) = L L Yij ( 1 IN) i= 1 j=1 
Ie I Ie I (T) ( 1 I N) 
= t L 110 (T) (liN) + L L III 
i= 1 J=l i= , j= 1 
xij ~T xij >T 
T 
= L ~O (T) Pg + g=O 
n 
L 
g=T+ 1 
~1 (T) Pg 
The rest of the formulae follow logically from these. 
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